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ABSTRACT

In southeastern Arizona the Upper Devonian strata crop out in 

isolated, linear belts along the flanks of mountain blocks. Seventeen 

key stratigraphic sections of these strata, located in eastern Pima, 

Cochise, and southern Pinal Counties, were measured and described. 

The sequence is  overlain by the Mississippian Escabrosa Limestone 

and underlain by the Cambrian Abrigo Limestone in the western part of 

the area and the Ordovician El Paso Limestone in the east. Faulting 

and/or metamorphism have changed the surface expression and litho

logic character of the rocks in some localities.

In eastern Cochise County the lower two-thirds of the Devonian 

sequence is dominated by the presence of calcilutite, which is  replaced 

by calcarenite near the top of the section. The calcilutites are poorly 

consolidated sediments resembling marl or calcareous siltstones and 

contain variable amounts of terrigenous material plus dolomite. The 

calcarenites and calcilutites of the limestone facies were probably de

posited by precipitation in shallow water on a broad shelf. A northeast- 

southwest ridge in the older rocks in western Cochise County and a 

northwest-southeast tectonic hinge-line in the extreme eastern part of 

the area existed during the deposition of the Devonian sediments. These

x



features probably had a large influence on the thickness and facies 

changes in the rocks. The region lying east of the hinge-line, south

western New Mexico, received sediments which predominantly consist 

of fine terrigenous material laid down in a deep shelf and, locally, 

euxinic environment.

Dolomites of secondary origin dominate the Devonian section 

in the western part of the area. Limestones as calcarenites and cal- 

cilutites are present but in relatively small amounts. Sandstones occur 

as thin lenses and are generally of fine texture. Siltstones locally make 

up a substantial portion of the sequence. The total amount of terrigenous 

sediments in the section shows an increase to the north and west, in

dicating that positive areas must have existed at some distance in those 

directions. Clay minerals consist principally of the illite or mica 

group; however, some clays of the kaolin group were detected in the 

calcilutite, indicating possible weathering products. No evidence of 

biohermal reefs was detected in the sequence.

Devonian sedimentation occurred on a broad shelf area under

going differential subsidence. The pre-Devonian rocks consist of car

bonates with local patches of thin orthoquartzites exposed to weathering. 

Fine, dark terrigenous sediments were deposited in the deeper areas 

to the east; calcilutites and later calcar enites were deposited on the 

shelf along the trend of the hinge-line. Limestones which were later

xi
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dolomitized were deposited in the western part of the area in shallow 

waters which were highly saline.

Faunal evidence indicates that the Devonian rocks of south

western New Mexico are older than those in most of the study area. It 

is believed that the Devonian seas advanced into the area from the south

and east,



INTRODUCTION

Background and Objective

Rocks of Upper Devonian age are exposed in discontinuous and 

somewhat isolated linear belts on the flanks of mountain blocks in south

eastern Arizona and adjacent areas. In the area of investigation the 

Devonian sequence ranges from approximately 155 feet to slightly less  

than 400 feet in thickness and constitutes a small but lithologically var

iable portion of a thick Paleozoic section.

Detailed and quantitative investigations of sedimentary rock 

sequences have not been made in the area. Previous work on the De

vonian rocks has dealt with general stratigraphic correlations without 

petrographic investigation (Reid, 1928; LeMone, 1959). It was hoped 

that a petrographic study of the carbonate rocks in the sequence, plus 

analyses of the terrigenous rocks, would provide data which would aid 

in the interpretation of the depositional environment and modes of origin 

and would relate the Devonian section categorically to the systemic 

rocks adjacent to it.

1
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Area of Investigation

The area of investigation of the present study of the Devonian 

rocks and the locations of the measured sections are shown in Figure 1. 

The area selected for study encompasses practically all of the Devonian 

outcrop sites in the southeastern part of Arizona,

Topographic Expression of the Unit Studied

The Devonian rock sequence can normally be recognized as a 

slope-forming, heterogeneous series of thin-bedded, light-brown and 

gray weathered strata underlying the prominent, massive, gray cliff of 

Escabrosa Limestone, Its position between the competent Escabrosa 

and the Cambrian or Ordovician rocks, plus the shale and siltstone 

members within the interval, provides an ideal zone of weakness for 

the occurrence of structural movement. Outcrops of the strata are 

usually obscure due to talus from the cliffs above and to its low resist

ance to erosion.

Previous Work and Nomenclature

Southeastern Arizona lies within the Basin and Range physio

graphic province as defined by Fennemen (1931). The recognition of 

Devonian strata in the area was first noted by Ransome (1904, p. 33) 

when he assigned the name Martin Limestone to a 340-foot section of
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limestone with some shales occurring at Mount Martin, west of Bisbee. 

The section underlies the Mississippian Escabrosa Limestone and over- 

lies the Middle and Upper Cambrian Abrigo Limestone. This locality 

has since been used as the type section, although the descriptions orig

inally given to the interval were somewhat generalized. Subsequent to 

Ransomers work other investigators have renamed all or parts of the 

Devonian section as a result of studies in other areas. These workers 

have based their nomenclature on faunal studies or facies variations.

Stoyanow (1936) divided the Devonian sequence north of Tucson 

into three parts on the basis of fossils and lithology. These divisions 

are from the base upward, Picacho de Calera Formation, Martin Lime

stone, and Lower Ouray Formation. This nomenclature has had re

stricted usage as local faunal or facies designation rather than 

mappable formations, and LeMone (1959) recommended that only the 

Martin Formation be retained as the working name. This follows the 

work of Huddle and Dobrovolny (1952) in central Arizona where they 

had designated the Devonian section as the Martin Formation. As a 

result of his work in the Chiracahua and Dos Cabezas Mountains of 

eastern Cochise County, Sabins (1957, p. 475) named the Devonian 

strata in this area the Portal Formation. He reasoned that the change 

of lithology from a dominantly carbonate sequence at the type locality 

to one wherein fine elastics predominated gave justification to attach a 

new name to the interval. Later in the same year, Epis, Gilbert, and

4
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Langenheim (1957) described the Devonian rocks and fauna of the Swiss- 

helm and Pedregosa Mountains area of southeastern Cochise County and 

assigned the name Swisshelm Formation to the section. They base the 

reason for a new name on the increase in the quantity of variable tex

tured elastics at the expense of carbonate rocks in the Swisshelm sec

tion.

Comments concerning the Devonian strata have been made in 

many papers written as a result of studies in particular areas within 

the region covered by the present study. Gilluly (1956, p. 26) discussed  

the salient features of the sequence as part of his study of central 

Cochise County, A summarization of Devonian stratigraphy in south

eastern Arizona and southwestern New Mexico was made by LeMone 

(1959) and Pye (1959).



FIELD METHODS AND LABORATORY TECHNIQUES

Field Methods

Approximately 30 localities of the Devonian rock were exam

ined for possible use in this study. The selection of 17 of these sites 

for detailed work was made on the basis of geographic location, com

pleteness of the section, freedom from the effects of faulting, and de

gree of alteration by metamorphism.

Measurement of the stratigraphic sections was done with the 

Jacobs staff and clinometer. Outcrops were normally measured and 

flagged at regular intervals during the first phase. Samples were then 

selected and described at every change in lithology, or, if in a homo

geneous section, at each 20-foot interval. Every effort was made to 

collect specimens least affected by weathering processes.- However, 

the nature of the Devonian outcrops is  such that this was not always 

possible. Both weathered and fresh rock samples were collected in 

order to catalog the color variations within the section. The samples 

of the fine elastics were taken from as far back from the weathered 

surface as possible. The carbonate and coarse terrigenous rocks 

were marked with a number and the direction of strike indicated on

the top of the specimen so that all thin sections could be cut normal
6
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to strike and to bedding. A total of 4, 920 feet of section was measured, 

yielding in excess of 900 samples for analysis. These totals also in

clude the footage measured and samples collected from several partial 

sections which were also studied.

Laboratory Techniques

In the laboratory all samples were examined with a binocular 

microscope.- The properties described include the mineral composition, 

grain relationships, texture, primary structure, fossil content, and 

color of fresh and weathered surfaces. During this examination repre

sentative specimens were selected for thin-section analysis. A total 

of 442 thin sections was point-counted using the technique described by 

Chayes (1949). On the basis of counts made to test the reproducibility 

of data it was found that 200 points per slide proved to be sufficient. 

About 21 categories, including grain size, were set up as permanent 

counting criteria with other notations being made as the situation de

manded.

Staining

After testing several methods of staining to differentiate be

tween calcite and dolomite, the method described by Friedman (1959) 

using Alizarin Red-S solution was selected as being the most satisfac

tory for thin section and polished specimen use. The solution consists
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of 100 ml of 0.2 percent solution of hydrochloric acid and 0.1 gram of 

Alizarin Red-8 powder thoroughly mixed and stored in a brown glass 

bottle. A 50 ml beaker filled to the desired level with the stain solu

tion provides a suitable receptacle for holding the slides while staining.

Each thin section was immersed in the solution for a period of 

time sufficient for any calcite present to take on a bright-red coloration. 

Half a minute usually provided enough time for the stain to take effect. 

The slide was then gently rinsed in distilled water, and a few drops of 

a solution of glycol and water placed on the stained surface. A cover 

glass was then placed on the slide and the excess glycol-water mixture 

allowed to run off. With this treatment a thin section could be examined 

and laid aside for further study or examination several hours later with

out becoming dry. After counting, the stained thin sections were washed 

in distilled water and wiped clean with soft tissue. A very dilute solu

tion of Chlorox bleach was used to remove any remaining stain; it had 

no apparent effect upon the rock surface. Immersion oil with an index 

of 1.50 was also used occasionally in place of the glycol-water mixture 

but only in cases where subsequent restaining of the slide was not con

templated.

Acid Etching

A number of selected rock specimens were cut, polished with 

number 600 grinding powder, and acid-etched with dilute hydrochloric
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acid as outlined by Lamar (1950). The usual procedure was to use the 

cut-off slab obtained while preparing the thin section. In this way more 

detailed observations of the structural fabric of the same rock which 

had been subjected to petrographic analysis could be made.

Insoluble Residues

Specimens of the rock from the basal zones of each Devonian 

section, plus many others, were digested in hydrochloric acid (6N to 

12N) to recover any heavy minerals present. In several cases where 

dealing with dolomite this process could be carried out only by con

tinuous heating of the flask containing rock and acid. Acetic acid proved 

to be far too slow for use in this operation. More than 50 samples were 

treated in this manner.

Whenever sufficient amounts of sand were obtained as insoluble 

residue it was divided into grade sizes by sieving through a nest of min

iature sieves and the portions recorded by weight. Each size fraction 

was examined under the binocular microscope where grain-surface char

acteristics, shape, and roundness, as well as other ingredients were 

described. In some cases the results obtained in the insoluble-residue 

process were used to cross-check the accuracy of the point-counting of 

terrigenous material observed in the thin section. Results were satis

factory.
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Fine Clastic Treatment

The finer terrigenous rocks, shales and siltstones, and 

calcilutites were disaggregated as carefully as possible in order to 

avoid further reduction of the grain size. Some of the samples were 

disaggregated in water after soaking for a period of time. Weighed 

portions were treated with dilute hydrochloric acid (IN) and/or dilute 

acetic acid (IN). After digestion of the carbonate fraction the residue 

was wet-sieved through a 0.062 mm mesh screen to separate the silt  

and clay from the sand. The coarse fraction was described under the 

binocular microscope, where composition, visual estimates of grain 

size, surface characteristics, and shape and roundness were noted. 

Other constituents were also described at this time. The minus two 

micron fraction was separated by sedimentation techniques in order to 

prepare oriented slides for clay mineral identification by X-ray dif

fractometer methods.

Several thin sections of the shales and silty calcilutites were 

made and examined.- A slab of the shale was ground flat on one side, 

using either fine sandpaper or a frosted glass plate surface. The pre

pared slab was then mounted on a glass slide in the conventional manner 

with Lakeside 70 cement. The specimen was then ground to proper 

thickness by again using the fine sandpaper and finishing on the frosted 

glass surface. All grinding was done dry; however, grinding powder



may be used with the glass plate to speed the process. Satisfactory 

results were obtained in all cases.

Pipette Analysis

Selected samples of fine material from the unconsolidated, 

argillaceous and silty carbonate rocks and fine terrigenous rocks, which 

had been dry-sieved through a 0.062 mm mesh screen, were subjected 

to pipette analysis to determine the amount of the clay-size constituent.

X-Ray Diffractometer

Approximately 120 X-ray diffractograms were made utilizing 

raw samples and insoluble residue from the fine terrigenous rocks and 

carbonates.. Duplicate dry-powder patterns were made on some se lec

ted samples for comparative purposes. The X-rays were run for the 

purpose of identification only; no quantitative determinations were 

made.

11



st r a t ig r a p h y

Age and Correlation

The fauna of the Martin Limestone section at Bisbee was studied 

by Williams (Ransome, 1904, p. 35-42), who correlated it with the bas

al Upper Devonian Chemung of New York. Subsequently, Kindle 

(Ransome, 1919, p. 46) and Stoyanow (1936, p. 486-487) reaffirmed the 

work of Williams. On a regional basis, Williams (1905, p. 69) and 

Stoyanow (1936, p. 494) correlate the Martin Limestone with the 

Morenci Shale of the Morenci area (Lindgren, 1905). Ransome (1916,

PI. 35) recognized the Martin Limestone at Tombstone, north to the 

Roosevelt Dam area on the Salt River and east to Morenci. Huddle and 

Dobrovolny (1952) made an extensive study of the Devonian sequence in 

connection with their work in central Arizona and assigned formational 

rank to the Martin of that region. In the Roosevelt Dam area Stoyanow 

(1936, p. 489-497) considered the upper part of the sequence there to 

be younger than the type Martin of Bisbee.

The Portal Formation of the Chiracahua-Dos Cabezas Moun

tains area is recognized by Sabins (1957, p. 479) as being of Upper 

Chemung age (early Late Devonian). This corresponds in part to the

12
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Percha Shale of Gordon (1907) and the Percha Formation of southwest

ern New Mexico (Kelley and Silver, 1952). The Percha Shale ranges in 

age from Late to Latest Devonian, but Ellison (1950) and Stainbrook 

(1947) assigned a possible Mississippian age to the upper parts of the 

section.

Epis, Gilbert, and Langenheim (1957, p. 2252-2256) reviewed 

the paleontology and faunal correlation of the Devonian strata occurring 

in southeastern Arizona and southwestern New Mexico. They submitted 

that the fauna of the Martin Limestone at Bisbee probably correlates 

with the middle and upper parts of the Swisshelm Formation of the 

Swisshelm-Pedregosa Mountains area. They also suggested that the 

lower part of the Swisshelm Formation would represent an early 

Fingerlakian or early Chemungian age for the fauna, thus making this 

part of the section the oldest strata of Devonian age in southeastern 

Arizona. They concluded that the Swisshelm Formation, the Portal 

Formation, and the Morenci Shale in Arizona, and the Percha Shale of 

New Mexico could all be of the same age but different lithologic facies.

According to the correlation chart of the Devonian of North 

America (Cooper et a l . , 1942), which was organized prior to work on 

the Swisshelm and Portal Formations, the Picacho de Calera Forma

tion of Stoyanow (1936) of late Finger lakian age would correlate with 

the Swisshelm Formation. However, the Picacho de Calera Formation
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has been relegated to local faunal usage only, and in most cases is  not 

otherwise considered.

Some recognizable confusion exists in the age dating of the De

vonian strata in the region embracing southeastern Arizona and south

western New Mexico. Whether the differences are of such magnitude 

as to be chaotic is  doubtful.

In northern Mexico rocks or strata of Devonian age have been 

recognized at two localities. Cooper and Arellano (1946) studied out

crops of strata occurring 2 miles northwest of the village of Bisani, 

which is located 14 miles west of the town of Caborca, Sonora. The 

locality is  called C err os Murcielagos and is made up of three small 

hills of carbonate strata containing some fossils considered by the 

authors to be Early Devonian in age. They measured approximately 

280 meters (910 feet) of section at the site. In this locality M ississip- 

pian rocks occur between Ordovician-Silurian strata and the Devonian 

section just mentioned. This would indicate that structural influences 

may have played a large part in establishing a thickness for the Devonian 

of the area. There is  no mention made of Upper Devonian strata oc

curring at Cerros Murcielagos. It is  unfortunate that more data are 

not available on this area as it would aid greatly in solving the geolog

ical history of the region.

At Cananea, Sonora, Mexico, approximately 50 m iles south

west of Bisbee, Arizona, Mulchay and Velasco (1954) studied a section
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of limestones and dolomitic limestones. They correlated the lower 

crystalline limestone, which comprises the lower 200 to 250 feet of 

this section, with the Martin Limestone at the type section near Bisbee 

and with the section of Martin Limestone of the Swisshelm Mountains.

The upper crystalline limestone of the area, which is 50 to 100 feet 

thick, was correlated by them with the lower Escabrosa Limestone of 

southern Arizona. The Esperanza Limestone, which immediately under

lies the Devonian of the Cananea area, is correlated with the Cambrian 

Abrigo Formation of Arizona.

The thin sequence of Upper Devonian strata at Cananea and the 

thick section of possibly Lower Devonian strata approximately 100 miles 

west near Caborca present difficult problems of interpretation, not only 

in relation to their own areas, but also in Arizona.

Regional Pre-Upper Devonian Surface

The surface developed on the Cambrian and Ordovician rocks 

in southeastern Arizona during the long period of nondeposition prior to 

deposition of the Upper Devonian strata is  thought to be one of moderate 

to low relief. It might be likened to a broad peneplained surface, lying 

at or near sea level, with topographically low monadnocks and ridges. 

The local higher areas apparently had some effect on the depositional 

patterns in the Devonian. The variations are considered to be reflected 

in both the thickness of the total section and in lithologies (Fig. 15).
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Lower Contact

Within the area of this study the Upper Devonian strata lie  

with apparent disconformity on rocks of two different systemic ages.

East of the Sulphur Springs Valley the Lower Ordovician El 

Paso Formation (Sabins, 1957) and the El Paso Limestone of Richardson 

(1904), consisting of light-gray, bluish-weathering, dense dolomite, 

form the strata underlying the Devonian. Due to their massive nature 

these older rocks are in marked contrast to the overlying poorly con

solidated silty carbonates or calcareous and dolomitic fine terrigenous 

rocks of the Upper Devonian sequence and thus provide a favorable cr i

terion for separating the two. The expression of relief on the surface 

of the older rocks can be measured in inches, and only under ideal con

ditions may the effects of paleo-weathering be readily observed. Local

ly the rocks may be penetrated vertically by fine joints which are filled  

with fine sand and silt cemented with carbonate or silica, or open into 

small quartz crystal-lined vugs. Epis et al. (1957) reported a very 

local occurrence of angular discordance between the two formations 

just east of Leslie Pass in the southern Swisshelm Mountains. At the 

site of the type section of the Portal Formation (Sabins, 1957), located 

approximately 2 m iles northwest of Portal, the upper surface of the 

dolomite of the El Paso Formation is  ejqjosed in a large mineral pros

pect excavation. This surface is marked by rust-colored, fucoidal
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markings, and the total relief over a considerable area does not exceed 

an inch. The contact between the two formations is  line sharp, and the 

basal Devonian, consisting of yellowish-weathering, silty, argillaceous 

and dolomitic calcilutite, shows no evidence of having been derived from 

the underlying dolomite.

West of the Sulphur Springs Valley the Upper Devonian rocks 

overlie rocks of the Upper Cambrian Abrigo Formation (Ransome,

1904). The Cambrian strata present an assemblage of varied lithologic 

types throughout the region. The sequence is dominated by the occur

rence of carbonates, both dolomite and limestone, with quartzites, 

sandstones, conglomerates, siltstones, and shales in lesser amounts. 

Locally, portions of the sections might be metamorphosed to hornfels 

or intruded by igneous rock types. Gilluly (1956, p. 25) notes that at 

eight localities in southeastern Arizona the Abrigo Formation has a 

quartzite or sandstone as its top member. During the course of this 

investigation it became evident that the arenaceous beds of the Abrigo 

were usable zones of reference and that other criteria based on the 

external characteristics of the strata failed to prove helpful over a 

large area. The upper surface of the Abrigo rocks upon which the De

vonian rocks were deposited displays a remarkable lack of relief, as 

does the El Paso Formation to the east. Considering the ages of the 

three formations involved, Upper Cambrian, Lower Ordovician, and 

Upper Devonian, it is remarkable that a surface of such low local
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relief would have been developed over that long span of time.

Gilluly (1956, p. 2) reports a basal conglomerate in the De

vonian from only one locality, the Dragoon Mountains. The writer 

found some evidence to corroborate this, but the upper Abrigo strata 

at that locality are badly affected by structure, thus obscuring many of 

the details of the lithology. Relief on the top of the uppermost Abrigo 

quartzite measuring 3 to 5 feet, plus conglomerate with pebbles to an 

inch in diameter, were observed in the section at the northeast tip of 

the Little Dragoon Mountains. Also observed at this location was a 

sm all-scale sea cave or notch carved into the Cambrian quartzite. The 

visor of the cave protrudes approximately 6 to 8 feet over the cutout 

area and is  about 3 feet thick at its top. This former cavity is filled  

with fine-textured, slightly sandy dolomite. Laterally away from this 

feature, angular m asses of quartzite, which are imbedded in the dolo

mite, become smaller until they disappear. In close proximity to the 

cave they may be as large as 3 by 8 inches overall. Sections to the 

northwest and southeast of this locality showed only slight evidence of 

weathering on the quartzite.

In summary, it can be stated that the Devonian-Cambrian con

tact is not well defined in many cases. In some localities where the 

Cambrian rocks consist of carbonates or fine terrigenous rocks the 

contact is  often obscure and difficult to delineate.
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Upper Contact

Throughout the area of this study the Devonian strata are capped 

by the massive, cliff-forming carbonates of the Lower Mississippian 

Escabrosa Limestone (Ransome, 1904, p. 42). The contact is  a dis- 

conformity with no apparent structural or erosional features. There 

was an apparent time break between cessation of deposition of the 

Martin Limestone, which is not of Latest Devonian age, and the begin

ning of deposition of the Mississippian Escabrosa Limestone (Gilluly, 

1956, p. 29). Girty (in Ransome, 1904, p. 46-54), on the basis of 

faunal studies, established a Kinderhook and Osage age for the Esca

brosa. The dating is qualified in that deposition of the Escabrosa did 

begin during Early Kinderhook time but not quite at the beginning of that 

epoch. Williams (1954, p. 11-12) substantiated the work of Girty and 

further correlated the Escabrosa fauna with that of the Redwall, Lead- 

ville, and Madison Limestones. He also concluded that the Escabrosa 

locally had Meramecian affinities. Weller et al. (1948) correlated the 

Escabrosa with the Redwall Limestone to the north and the Caballero 

and Lake Valley Formations in New Mexico.

East of the Sulphur Springs Valley the Escabrosa is  typically 

massive in the basal portion and composed of locally silty, dolomitic 

limestone. The upper limit of the Devonian section is established at 

the top of the upper zone of intercalated siltstones and silty, dolomitic
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limestones. In the section near Boss Ranch, in the Pedregosa Moun

tains-, the contact is  established at the top of the sandy limestone and 

thin, conglomeratic, calcareous sandstone zone. This is  the only place 

in the area studied where rocks with a texture coarser than coarse silt 

or very fine sand were found in the zone at the top of the Devonian, and 

it may mark a regressive phase at the end of this period.

West of the Sulphur Springs Valley the upper limit of the De

vonian is generally established at the top of a well-defined, light-colored 

zone of siltstone and very fine sandstone, or intercalated very thin silty  

shales and carbonates, or a silty carbonate member. Although the con

tact is generally definite it is  often obscured by the great amount of talus 

derived from the overlying cliff-forming Escabrosa. Where the upper

most Devonian member is a silty dolomite it commonly weathers to a 

pale-moderate red in contrast to the medium-light gray of the 

Escabrosa. In many places the basal limestone or dolomite member of 

the Escabrosa is silty or may in rare cases contain some very fine 

sand. This terrigenous material was probably derived directly from 

the underlying Devonian member.



LITHOLOGY

Terminology for Rock Description

Inasmuch as the Devonian sequence in southeastern Arizona is  

composed mainly of carbonate rocks of variable types, a suitable set of 

terms for describing these rocks must be used. During the past decade 

several investigators have presented systems for classifying carbonate 

rocks on a descriptive, genetic, textural, and compositional basis 

(Ham, 1962). The researcher in the field of carbonate rocks is  pro

vided with ample latitude for selecting the system which best suits his 

needs. In the present study it was found that the greater percentage of 

carbonate rocks in the Devonian sequence consists of dolomite or dolo- 

mitic limestones. The preservation of the original constituents, tex

tures, and structures of the rock is either poor or entirely lacking.

The diagenetic changes which have taken place in the rocks have pro

duced characteristics which preclude the use of a system of classifica

tion based entirely upon genetic implications.

The classification system presented by Folk (1959a, p. 1-38; 

1962, p. 62-84) provides a descriptive nomenclature which the writer 

believes is best suited for use in this work. In organizing his classifi

cation Folk has devised some new terminology and clarified or

21
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restricted certain commonly used descriptive terms which have pre

viously caused some confusion as to their exact meaning. The follow

ing brief explanation of the terms used by Folk includes some which he 

uses for describing all sedimentary rocks.

I. Terrigenous components: Includes those solids eroded from 

areas outside the basin of deposition and carried into the 

basin. Examples: quartz sand and silt, feldspar, clay 

minerals, heavy minerals.

n. Allochemical constituents (Gr. alios = other or out of the 

ordinary). The term is shortened to "allochems" and in

cludes the material formed within the basin of deposition 

as "abnormal" chemical precipitates and generally has 

been later transported and redeposited as discrete ag

gregates within the basin. They are subdivided into four 

classes.

A. Intraclasts: Fragments of partially consolidated, 

penecontemporaneous, carbonate sediments which 

have been dislodged from their point of deposition 

and redeposited within the same basin. The pres

ence of intraclasts may imply lowered wave base 

or the possibility of tectonic uplift. They are the 

most important of the allochemical constituents.



B. Oolites: Inorganic, spherical to ellipsoidal parti

cles showing either radial and/or concentric struc

ture.

C. Fossils: Includes the remains of both sedentary 

and transported fossils with the exception of in 

situ coral and/or algae m asses or reefs.

D. Pellets: Discrete, rounded, spherical to ellips

oidal aggregates of microcrystalline ooze with no 

discernible internal structure as is  found in oolites. 

They generally maintain uniformity of size and shape 

within the same rock, with the most common size  

being 0.04 to 0.08 mm. They are commonly thought 

to be invertebrate fecal pellets; Jhowever, they may 

have been formed in other ways.

m . Orthochemical constituents: (Gr. ortho = true or normal). 

Includes the "normal" precipitates which are formed with

in the basin or within the rock itself and presenting little 

or no evidence of having been transported. The ortho- 

chems are divided into the following groups.

A. Microcrystalline calcite ooze: Calcite with a grain 

diameter of 1 to 4 microns, generally presents a 

subtranslucent appearance with a slight brownish 

cast when viewed in thin section. It is considered
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to be precipitated by chemical or biochemical ac

tion in sea water. Although, due to its small size, 

it may be shifted somewhat by currents it is con

sidered as a normal chemical precipitate. It may 

also form in situ as a diagenetic segregation or 

concretion.

B. Sparry calcite cement: The name for this ortho- 

chem is derived from its clear properties and 

coarser crystal sizes, generally considered as 

being 10 microns or more in diameter. It may 

form by precipitation into an open pore space, by 

displacing softer sediment without dissolving it, 

or by recrystallization of finer calcite. The space 

in which the calcite crystallizes may govern the 

crystal size, thus, spar averages 0.02 to 0.10 mm 

in most limestones with occurrences of 1 mm being 

not uncommon.

C. Post-depositional replacement or recrystallization: 

This process involves the replacement of one min

eral by another on a micro or massive scale< As 

the replacing mineral is  precipitated the replaced 

mineral is simultaneously dissolved. Most dolo

mite and some authigenic quartz, chert, authigenic
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feldspar, evaporites, and pyrite are formed as 

replacement minerals in carbonates.

The term recrystallization is restricted to the 

process where the replaced and replacing mineral 

are mineralogically identical. They may differ in 

grain size, morphology, and orientation. Folk’s 

classification does not apply to recrystallized  

rocks; however, it does provide a starting point 

for their study. In the original state of deposition 

the recrystallized rock no doubt belonged to one of 

the groups covered in the classification.

Lithofacies

Lithofacies is used here to denote a "lateral subdivision of some 

stratigraphic unit that is differentiated from adjacent subdivisions by its 

lithologic character" (Weller, 1960, p. 521). "The physical, mineral- 

ogic, and petrographic characteristics of sedimentary rocks are ex

pressed in terms of lithologic aspects, which result in the delineation 

of lithofacies" (Krumbein and Sloss, 1963, p. 330). The bedding thick

ness terminology used in this study is that of McKee and Weir (1953). 

Appendix I contains descriptions of the measured sections.
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Dolomite Facies

West of Sulphur Springs Valley dolomite strata dominate the 

Devonian sequence. The somewhat thick intervals are intermittently 

broken by terrigenous, silty calcilutites, or dolomitic limestone facies. 

On a local basis a zone of dolomite can be recognized as a sequence 

varying from 50 to 100 feet thick in the lower one-third of the section 

and another sequence up to 125 feet thick in the upper one-third of the 

section. This division cannot be recognized for any distance, however, 

and it is not used as a basis for regional correlation.

In the area east of the Sulphur Springs Valley only traces of the 

dolomite facies are recognized. An 8-foot-thick member near the base 

of the section in the Dos Cabezas Mountains and a 4- to 6-foot bed about 

midway in the section near Boss Ranch in the Pedregosa Mountains con

stitute the eastern extent of recognizable dolomite strata.

Limestone Facies

The limestone facies has been divided into two subfacies in 

order to differentiate between two decidedly different rock types. One 

subfacies is termed the calcarenite or allochemical limestone and refers 

to those strata which are bedded and well lithified. The other subfacies 

is  called the calcilutite or micrite and is  limestone with little or no rec

ognizable allochems. These strata consist of firm to soft, friable,
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locally poorly bedded, dolomitic marine deposits with less than 50 per

cent of terrigenous and authigenic constituents.

The limestone facies has its greatest thickness in the area east 

of the Sulphur Springs Valley. There, the upper one-fourth of the De

vonian section is  composed of thin- to thick-bedded calcarenites inter

calated with thin, silty calcilutites and fine-grained terrigenous strata.

The limestones show an increase in bedding thickness upward to the top 

of the sequence. In the lower three-fourths of the section silty calcilutites 

interbedded with very thin to thin calcarenites or well-consolidated 

calcilutites comprise the dominant facies. Locally the calcarenites be

come thicker in this interval and are associated with black nodular chert 

as at the section near Boss Ranch. Also, the calcilutites apparently 

grade laterally into black clay shale, as In the lower portion of the sec 

tion near Portal. The limestone facies thins to the west beneath the 

broad area of the Sulphur Springs Valley. The calcarenite subfacies is  

represented in the basal portion of the Black Gap section but becomes 

increasingly thinner to the north and west and is no longer recognizable 

beyond the Gunnison Hills. The calcilutite subfacies persists over the 

area in varying amounts and positions within the section. Locally it be

comes unrecognizable due to lateral gradation into dolomite or an in

crease in the amount of terrigenous constituent beyond the 50 percent 

limit. The Tombstone Hills sequence includes the thickest calcilutite 

section west of the Sulphur Springs Valley, and from that locality the
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zones thin to the south, west, and north. In several localities calcilutite 

is  found as the uppermost and most persistent member of the Devonian 

sequence. It directly, underlies the Mississippian Escabrosa Limestone.

Terrigenous Facies

In a manner similar to the dolomite facies, the terrigenous 

rocks, quartz sandstone, siltstone, and shale, are more common in the 

area west of the Sulphur Springs Valley. The strata comprising the 

facies are dominantly fine textured; siltstone with some admixture of 

very fine quartz sand and carbonate is the rock type most often en

countered. The term shale as used in this work includes terrigenous 

rock finer than sand size and having fissility.

The amount of terrigenous material in the Devonian sequence, 

both as individual lithologic members or facies, and as an admixture 

component in the other facies, increases in quantity to the north and 

west within the area-. This increase was noted by Stoyanow (1936, p.

492) and indicates nearness to source in that direction. The sandstone 

units are generally thin and correlatable only on a local basis. In the 

eastern part of the area sandstone is found only in trace quantities, 

whereas the siltstones and clay shales make up notable portions of the 

sections.

The diverse character of the rocks making up the Devonian 

section creates difficulties of correlation on any basis except a local one.



SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES

Primary Depositional Structures 

Bedding Characteristics

The bed thickness of the Devonian rocks of the area can gen

erally be classed as thinly laminated to thin bedded (McKee and Weir, 

1953), with local examples of thick-bedded to very thick-bedded strata. 

The carbonate and sandstone members usually maintain bed thicknesses 

of between half a foot and 2 feet. The shales and calcilutites are char

acterized by their thinly laminated to laminated aspect. In thin section, 

micro laminations are often observed. They may be the result of se lec

tive orientation and sorting of the granular constituents, or in some 

dolomites the laminae have been obliterated but layers of crystals have 

replaced them.

Crossbedding

Crossbedding is  not common; however, some of the sandstones 

display a low-angle planar-type of crossbedding. The carbonate rocks 

sporadically display cross lamination on a microscopic scale, especially 

those which are of the clastic or bioclastic type. Microscopically thin
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cross laminations of silt are sometimes observed in the thin sections of 

carbonates. An example of laminae dipping between 15° to 20° E. was 

found in a 3- to 4 -inch stratum of coarse, clastic limestone separating 

two thicker zones of limestone in the section at Black Gap. Fine 

laminae with a variety of attitudes are common in the medium and fine 

crystalline dolomites. Structures of this type are less frequently seen 

in the coarse crystalline dolomites. On an overall basis the thin 

laminae and lack of moderate- to high-angle crossbedding in the De

vonian rocks suggest that mild or quiet conditions prevailed throughout 

most of the period of sedimentation.

Scour Channels

Some occurrences of scoured channels and scoured surfaces 

in the carbonate rocks were noted during this investigation. Generally 

the zone of scour was filled with breccialike fragments of the host rock 

cemented with very fine grains of the same type of material, perhaps 

some silt, and some coarse crystalline calcite. Scours of this type 

were seen at the Little Dragoons, Rattlesnake Ridge, and Colossal 

Cave sections. In the first location it occurs at the top of the upper

most fine crystalline dolomite member. The magnitude of these struc

tures is generally difficult to determine due to weathering. At the first 

mentioned locality the scour channel is  approximately 8 to 10 inches 

wide at the top, tapering downward for a distance of about a foot or
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less. It is possible that this occurrence might indicate a small diastem- 

ic condition. The localized occurrence of the scour channels suggests 

occasional mild disturbances in an otherwise quiet sedimentary en

vironment.

Mud Cracks

The bedding surfaces of the fine clastic members of the De

vonian sequence were examined for evidence of cracking due to drying. 

In the lower calcilutite zone at the Portal section some samples were 

obtained with a pattern which might be attributed to such a process. 

Some indurated laminae in this member also contained vertical seams 

filled with crystalline calcite or material of the same texture as that of 

the overlying bed. The original cracking could have been caused by 

weathering or subaqueous shrinkage inasmuch as the cracks were open 

and not filled with sand or silt as might be expected if subaerially dried 

(Tanner, 1959, p. 329). Some indurated or slightly more cemented 

laminae in this member also contained vertical seams or veins which 

were filled with crystalline calcite or material of about the same tex

ture as that overlying it. These are interpreted as desiccation cracks.

Microscopic examination of the thin sections of the carbonate 

rocks revealed some examples where vertically oriented and downward 

tapering hairline cracks or veinlets were filled with s ilt-s ize  quartz 

particles cemented with calcite or more frequently with dolomite. This
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could indicate subaqueous shrinkage or desiccation of the semiconsoli- 

dated carbonate mud. These examples might imply a secondary struc

ture if authigenic mineral growth is  the dominant filling agent. The 

fine crystalline dolomites and limestones often exhibit possible mud 

cracks or desiccation features. These features are rare in the coarse 

crystalline dolomites. In a number of the thin, microcrystalline, dolo- 

mitic limestones which are intercalated with the calcilutites at the 

Portal section, very fine, vertical seams filled with dolomite crystals 

were observed. These were probably caused by subaqueous shrinkage 

of the calcareous mud with subsequent replacement of the calcite filling 

by dolomite.

Slump Features

The carbonate rocks, especially the fine crystalline dolomites,, 

frequently display, on the weathered surface and in thin section, un- 

dulatory structures of low relief parallel to the bedding. These are 

usually made up of very thinly laminated argillaceous, or silty, areas. 

They rarely extend very far laterally. Commonly several laminae are 

superimposed in a feature similar to a laminated growth segregation 

extending for several inches, then terminating in a wavy, hairline 

laminae. These structures have been attributed to local intrastratal 

slumping on a very limited scale, without truncation of the soft carbon

ate mud. They could also be attributed to mild current action.
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Biostromes

The principal location which properly fits the w riters concept 

of a true biostrome is at the Black Gap section where dolomite beds 3 

to 5 feet thick are locally crowded with the silicified remains of 

brachiopods, corals, bryozoan, algae, and stromatoparoids (Fig. 2).

In other localities individual beds contain varying quantities of fossils  

but not as plentiful as in this area. Most of the fossils are entirely 

silicified, making the recovery of individual specimens in the field dif

ficult. In several cases the well-preserved forms may be the result of 

smothered bottoms as described by Schrock (1948, p. 308), because the 

biostrome structure is  found beneath a shale or silty zone. The rapid 

deposition of the fine terrigenous material had a tendency to prevent 

scavengers from destroying the buried animal remains. Several large 

samples of fossil-bearing dolomite were digested in hydrochloric acid 

and some extremely well-preserved, silicified brachiopods and corals 

were recovered.

Secondary Structures 

Solution Structures

Stylolites are not commonly seen in the section. When they 

are present the relief is  low and perpendicular to bedding. An occasional 

example of microstylolites can be observed in thin sections of the



FIGURE 2

Biostrome, dolomite member with abundance of 

algae, brachiopods, bryozoan, and corals; Black 

Gap locality.
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carbonate rocks. The stylolite surfaces appeared to be covered with a 

dark, ferruginous, claylike material.

Vugs in the carbonate rocks are locally common. The openings 

are generally less than 100 microns in diameter and may be lined with 

authigenic quartz and/or dolomite and calcite crystals. The more im

portant vuggy zones are shown on the stratigraphic framework dia

grams (Figs. 19 and 20).

Accretionary Structures

Chert occurs in nodular form associated with carbonate rocks 

in many beds of the Devonian section. The color of chert is  usually a 

shade of gray or black and in rare cases may be brown or red. The 

stratigraphic framework diagrams (Figs. 19 and 20) show the location 

of both bedded and nodular chert in the section. The most striking ex

ample of nodular chert occurrence is  in the Boss Ranch section. There 

the black variety is  associated with calcarenites and siltstones and is  

abundant in the upper one-third of the section. White to brown weather

ing, rough-surfaced quartz geodes from less than an inch in diameter 

to golf ball size are found in some of the dolomites. A dolomite near 

the middle of the section at the Little Dragoon and Gunnison Hills 

localities contains these forms (Cooper, 1957, PI. 2, Fig. 1).
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Mottling

The weathered surfaces of some limestones, and less  com

monly dolomites, show mottling (Fig. 3). This effect was studied at 

length by Beales (1953, 1956) during his work on the Palliser Lime

stone (Devonian) of Alberta, Canada, and he attributes the mottling to 

the diagenetic replacement of part of the limestone by dolomite. The 

dolomite selectively replaced the calcite along or in worm burrows, 

fractures, algal structures, and some fossils . Dolomitization prob

ably stopped short of completion when compaction and recrystallization  

curtailed or destroyed the permeability in the sediment. In most cases 

the yellowish-weathering dolomite is more coarsely crystalline than the 

limestone, and the growth of the mass creates an easily discernible 

area in the darker limestone matrix. Adshead (1963) attributes some 

mottling to in situ growth of calcite in dolomite and the development 

and growth of fractures. At the Black Gap and Gunnison Hills sections 

beds of light-bluish-gray weathering limestone with abundant brachiopods 

may be seen with the mottled areas surrounding or adjacent to each 

fossil. Also at the Black Gap section a medium-bedded gray dolomite 

with mottles or segregations of very coarse crystalline, white to pink

ish-white calcite up to 6 inches in the long dimension can be observed.

In the lower part of the Gunnison Hills section the brownish-weathering, 

silty dolomites are erratically spotted by flattened, elongate, or oval



FIGURE 3

A

Dolomite mottling in limestone. Abundant large 

brachiopods help to give blotched appearance to 

this member. Black Gap locality.

B

Dolomite mottling in limestone. Iron oxides also 

give rock a pink tint in uneven bands. Black Gap 

locality.
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bodies of included very fine sand. The inclusions are parallel to 

bedding and may be as much as 3 inches long by 1 inch thick. This fea

ture appears as a type of mottling when first observed but may be due 

to selective winnowing of sediments in shallow or irregular bottom 

channels.

Veins

One of the most common structural features of the carbonate 

rocks is the presence of veins, most of which are presumed to be filled  

tectonic joints. Frequently these may be greater than half an inch wide 

but range down to hair width; they generally maintain a surprising reg

ularity of thickness over large areas. Orientation of the veins is ran

dom. Vertically oriented veins are very abundant. Efforts to correlate 

directional vectors on some of the planes created by the veins produced 

negative results. The filling material of the veins may be quartz and/or 

calcite; however, dolomite has replaced either all or part of the calcite 

in some cases. The weathering characteristics of the carbonate rocks 

produce a fantastic array of veinlet-covered surfaces in many localities. 

Usually the white- to yellowish-weathering quartz veins will stand out 

on the surface of the rock. In sheltered areas the thin, filmy quartz 

may protrude as much as an inch above the carbonate rock surface. 

Veins filled with secondary quartz are most prevalent in the dolomites. 

Examples of veins cutting through fossils and then in turn being cut by
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other veins can be seen in the dolomites. This would indicate that the 

vein-fill minerals were introduced into post-lithification fractures or 

joints.

Contact Metamorphism

The variable Devonian strata of the area are highly susceptible 

to change as a result of contact metamorphism (Gilluly, 1956, p. 29; 

Cooper, 1957). The interbedded carbonates and fine-textured terrige

nous rocks have locally been converted to hornfels through contact with 

intrusive rocks. The section at Apache Pass (Sabins, 1957), located in 

the southeast corner of the Dos Cabezas Mountains, is  a good example 

of an entire section that has been altered. The lower two-thirds of the 

section consists of well-exposed black-, tan-, and brown-weathering 

hornfels and nodular black, brown- to black-weathering, aphanitic 

limestone. It is difficult to detect any textural difference between the 

two. Differential weathering of the two rock types produces a sharp, 

irregularly laminated and nodular or pitted surface. The surface float 

has the appearance and brittle characteristics of slate chips. In the 

upper part of the section, where normally thin- to thick-bedded cal

car enites interbedded with thin calcilutites and calcareous shales or 

siltstones might be expected, the limestones are recrystallized, and 

the fine elastics are difficult to recognize. In the basal Escabrosa 

Limestone abundant needlelike crystals of tremolite are found. Some
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small, individual corals in the Escabrosa appear to be unaffected by the 

metamorphism. During his work in the Johnson mining area east of 

Benson, Cooper (1957) noted that the Devonian section was susceptible 

to from 7 to 19 percent volume loss when metamorphosed. He also  

mentions that the shales are converted from rather soft, dolomitic, 

silty, pale-reddish-brown material to a hard, gray rock locally called

hornstone.



PETROLOGY AND PETROGRAPHY

Dolomite Facies

Dolomite constitutes approximately 50 percent of the total vol

ume of the Devonian section in the area studied. In this study the term  

dolomite is used to include those carbonate rocks which upon micro

scopic and stain analysis reveal themselves to have more than 50 per

cent of the area examined occupied by the mineral dolomite. Many 

gradations exist between the calcite and dolomite content in the De

vonian carbonate rocks. The adoption of a standard practice was nec

essary so that each of the specimens examined could be placed in the 

classification scheme.

In the field the dolomite strata frequently assume character

istics which aid considerably in their identity. In several localities the 

coloration of the strata, both weathered and fresh, follows a pattern of 

similarity. The iron content of the dolomites has a tendency to produce 

a hue bordering on yellow with orange, gray, and brown as component 

colors. The weathering hue is usually slightly lighter than the fresh  

color. Shades of gray are found in the dolomite; however, they are 

usually gradations with one of the other hues mentioned above. The

41
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rock-color chart (1951) of the National Research Council has been used 

as the standard throughout this study, and the detailed descriptions of 

the measured sections in Appendix I contain the data pertinent to rock 

coloration.

The differential weathering of the crystalline dolomite and fine 

matrix produce a surface which could be mistakenly described as being 

sandy. Close examination reveals the sharp dolomite rhombs protrud

ing from the surface of the rock, locally patchy and frequently closely  

packed. On a gross basis the dolomite strata usually weather with a 

low relief surface. Smooth and rounded forms are abundant. Jointing, 

which has produced lines of lesser resistance to weathering, creates a 

wide variety of outcrop patterns.

Terrigenous Constituents

Quartz. —The dolomite strata locally contain substantial 

amounts of terrigenous material; however, in most cases they are sur

prisingly clean. The most abundant of the terrigens is  quartz, com

prising over 95 percent of the admixture component. The grain size  

varies between wide lim its, but the dominant sizes are between coarse 

silt and very fine sand (0.031 to 0.125 mm) with the greater percentage 

in the coarse silt size. Some of the dolomites at or near the base of 

the section commonly contain grains of detrital quartz up to a millimeter 

in diameter. Some of the residues obtained from acid digestion of these
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stratigraphically low samples were sieved, and it was found that the 

greater percentage of grains fell into the medium sand grade (0.25 to 

0. 5 mm). The minus 0.0625 mm fraction generally consists of grains 

falling into the medium to coarse silt range. The amount which would 

account for the clay-size particles of le ss  than 0.0039 mm was very 

small, frequently only trace quantities having been observed. The 

quartz grains contained in the dolomites are consistent as to the de

gree of rounding they display, being rounded to subrounded in most 

cases, with increasing numbers of subangular or nearly angular grains 

being found in the sizes below 0.25 mm. The high degree of roundness 

of the grains suggests that most of them are multicycle, probably de

rived from older sandstones or sandy carbonates. It is interesting to 

note that many descriptions of the quartz sand constituent of the De

vonian carbonate rocks make mention of the frosted condition of the 

grains. When the grains are released from the carbonate matrix they 

are found to have rather rough surfaces which may be due to the depo

sition of small amounts of authigenic quartz with microscopically fine 

crystal faces which reflect the light. They may also show signs of 

corrosionlike roughness on the surfaces. According to Folk (1961, p.

67) it is  rare that dolomite or calcite replace the edges of quartz grains. 

Apparently, what we see as replacement through the microscope is  many 

times only some authigenic quartz growth causing the irregular outline 

on the surface of the grain, or as Folk suggests, it is the overlap of the
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carbonate and quartz boundaries in the thin section.

Most of the detrital quartz grains were observed to be single 

crystal units; however, in some instances thin sections from dolomites 

near or at the base of the section contained rare rounded grains made up 

of well-joined constituent grains which were probably derived from older 

quartzites.

Over 90 percent of the quartz grains have straight to slightly 

undulose extinction under the microscope. According to Krynine (1940, 

in Folk, 1959, 1961) this would imply a plutonic or granite-gneiss 

source. In the southeastern part of the area, at Boss Ranch and Leslie 

Pass localities, some of the quartz grains are strained and fractured, 

which, according to Folk (1961, p. 69), indicates a possible previous 

association with metamorphic rocks. This criteria for a metamorphic 

rock source must be used with caution, however. In their work on the 

plastic deformation of quartz, Bailey, Bell, and Peng (1958, p. 1464) 

state that the extinction characteristics of quartz grains cannot be used 

for determining their source. •

Detrital chert. —Some rounded grains of detrital chert were 

observed in the dolomite strata at or near the base of the section. The 

grains are generally below 100 microns in size, which would place them 

in the very fine sand and silt range. The color of the grains is general

ly light to medium gray in plain light.
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Feldspar. —Feldspar is conspicuously rare as a terrigenous 

constituent. Less than 10 grains of rounded microcline and probably 

orthoclase were observed in the thin sections. These grains are of 

very fine sand size and are associated with microlaminae of silt and 

very fine sand-size quartz.

Heavy minerals. —Nonopaque heavy minerals are scarce in the 

dolomite strata and rounded zircon is most prevalent. Trace quantities 

of green tourmaline, monazite, rutile, and zoisite or chlorite were also 

present. It was estimated that more than 75 percent of the zircon ap

proached perfect roundness. This high degree of rounding in the zircon 

indicates that they are multicycle grains derived from the reworked 

older rocks. The opaque minerals are locally represented by varying 

amounts of authigenic hematite and limonite, with ilmenite and magnet

ite. Although the opaques often make up most of the sample, quantities 

were generally low.

Clay. —Clay-mineral determinations were not made on the fine 

terrigenous constituent obtained from the dolomite rocks. In most cases 

the quantity of clay-size particles was so sm all that a suspension could 

not be maintained in order to prepare an oriented slide for X-ray anal

ysis.
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Authigenic Silica

Chert occurs both as nodules and in beds. The nodular form 

is found as discrete m asses in a wide variety of sizes and shapes. The 

bedded chert rarely exceeds a thickness of 6 inches. Both varieties 

occur as microcrystalline quartz, with the grain size, if determinable, 

usually less than 5 microns. Penecontemporaneous dolomite euhedra 

up to 100 microns in diameter were observed ’'floating” in some cherts. 

Apparently the euhedra possessed sufficient strength of crystallization 

to form within the chert during its solidification.

Chalcedonic quartz is found as a cavity filling or in irregular 

m asses in fossils or veins.

Other Minerals

Traces of anhydrite which formed as intracrystalline bodies in 

dolomite were observed in rare instances, usually in rocks from the 

north and northwestern part of the area. It is probable that this min

eral had its time or origin after deposition of the rock and was associ

ated with water circulating along veins.

Glauconite is seen as small, rounded, light- to medium-green, 

pelletlike grains from 10 microns to as large as 200 microns. The 

quantity observed is not great and no correlation based on the frequency 

or location of the occurrence has been made.



Calcite is found as a vein-filling material in numerous thin 

sections. The crystals are usually large, ranging up to 200 microns 

or more in diameter.
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Allochemical Constituents

Allochems are recognizable as "relict” ghosts in some dolo

mites and as well-preserved forms in others. In other thin sections 

they might have been present, but the coarse crystallinity of most of 

these dolomites has destroyed the outline or form of the allochem com

pletely.

Intraclasts. —Objects recognizable as intraclasts are present 

as somewhat elongate grains and may reach a length of 2 mm. Some 

outlines are vague, probably due to replacement and subsequent crystal 

growth in the semilithified dolomite.

Oolites. —Identifiable oolitic forms were not observed in the 

dolomite rocks of the Devonian sequence. Some occurrences of nearly 

ovoid pelletic objects resemble oolites but were not classified as such.

P ellets. —Pellets are locally abundant, not in all the strata of 

a locality, but in individual beds. They range from well-preserved  

forms to barely recognizable ghosts. The sizes vary from a minimum 

of about 10 microns to a maximum of about 100 microns. The sorting
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within the individual sample is usually good. Whether or not the occur

rence of these objects can be traced to a fecal origin is uncertain.

F ossils. —Brachiopods, corals, bryozoan, and algae occur in 

many of the dolomite beds. In thin section many of the forms are un

identifiable due to fragmentation, small size, or lack of sufficient speci

men on the slide. Some of the Devonian fossil forms are large. Fre

quently, in order to obtain a thin section of the rock representative of 

the lithology only, the fossil was avoided.

Orthochemical Constituents

The mineral dolomite occurs as euhedral to anhedral grains 

that range in size from less than 5 microns to more than 6 mm; to fix 

an average size for the entire area would be difficult. The grains are 

typically pale or light brown in color. There does not appear to be any 

specific distribution of the grade sizes; however, in some rocks the 

spread between sizes is  quite small. Wherever crystal growth has de

veloped excessively, euhedra are scarce, and the mosaic consists of 

anhedral and subhedral grains; zoned euhedral crystals are plentiful 

(Figs. 4 and 6). The zoning takes various forms; some are confined 

entirely to the center of the crystal, whereas in other cases bands may 

form parallel to the crystal boundaries with the center remaining clear. 

The coloration is produced by iron-bearing material, probably limonite



FIGURE 4

A. Very finely crystalline dolomite with vague 
allochem ghosts and euhedral crystal growth in 
vugs; plain light, 55x. B. Fine to medium crys
talline dolomite mosaic of anhedral crystals with 
some dark centered euhedra; plain light, 55x.

C. Medium crystalline dolomite mosaic of an
hedral crystals with zoned euhedra crystal growth 
in vugs; plain light, 55x. D. Euhedral zoned crys
tals of dolomite with limonite staining; some crys
tals with clear centers; plain light, 55x.

E. Allochem ghosts in fine to coarse crystalline 
anhedra and subhedra dolomite; crossed nicols, 
55x. F. Silicified brachiopod shell imbedded in 
finely crystalline dolomite, Inside the shell, 
crystalline dolomite fills the former space with 
coarse-textured crystals in the upper part and 
fine- to medium-textured crystals in the lower 
part; plain light, 16x.
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FIGURE 5

A. Replacement of calcite by dolomite in the in
traclasts is nearly complete. The sparry calcite 
cement is being replaced by finely crystalline dolo
mite; stained, plain light, 50x. B. Dolomite re
placing sparry calcite, process is  more than 50 
percent completed. Dolomite euhedra outlined 
with limonite; stained, plain light, 50x.

C. Dolomite replacing sparry calcite leaving 
islands of calcite which may represent animal 
burrows. Some zoned dolomite euhedra; stained, 
plain light, 50x. D. Limestone (pelsparite) with 
finely zoned dolomite euhedra floating in the ma
trix. Dark bodies are limonite; lightly stained, 
plain light, 50x.
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FIGURE 6

A. Sparry calcite vein filling in dolomite being 
replaced along the borders by dolomite, some of 
which is  zoned. Replacement is  complete in some 
areas. Dark-brown areas are limonite; stained, 
plain light, 13x. B. Zoned dolomite euhedra 
growing in sparry calcite. Finely crystalline 
dolomite on left side of picture. Remnants of 
calcite remain in the nucleus of large dolomite 
euhedra; stained, plain light, 50x.

C. Vein calcite in dolomite being replaced by 
dolomite. Limonite staining on boundaries of 
vein; stained, plain light, 13x. D. Sparry 
calcite as a vein fill in dolomite being replaced 
along the edges by finely crystalline dolomite; 
stained, plain light, 13x.
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in most cases. The reason for the zoning is not readily apparent; it 

may be that the iron-rich portions grew fast and the clear zones at a 

slower rate. Hobbs (1957, p. 41) suggested that the presence of lim o- 

nite bands in incompletely developed euhedra suggests inward growth or 

interrupted dolomite formation. All of the zones remain in optical con

tinuity with the center of the original crystal. In many thin sections 

fine films of light-brown to light-reddish-brown residue, probably limo- 

nite, may be seen outlining the grain or crystal. This grain-coating 

material appears to be always present in the dolomite rocks.

Genetic Synthesis

The writer has seen no evidence to indicate that any of the 

dolomites studied are of other than secondary origin and derived from 

the replacement of limestone. No evidence of "primary" dolomite was 

found even in the finest grained rocks. Many of the allochems are ob

literated by the replacement process and the subsequent recrystalliza

tion which is  apparent in many cases. This is  especially true in the 

fine-grained dolomites. However, the lack of allochems in itself is 

not necessarily all-conclusive; there may have been a lack of organisms 

which would normally contribute their remains to the alloc hem suite. 

The factors involved in the genesis of the dolomite rock have been 

studied in great detail for many years and the literature on the subject 

is voluminous. The work of Van Tuyl (1916) contains a complete review
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of all work up to that date, and the data which he presented at that time 

continue to be surprisingly current. In more recent years Fairbridge 

(1957) reviewed the older data and included the work done up to the date 

of his publication. Over 200 entries in the bibliography included with 

his paper attest to the amount of work which has been done on dolomite, 

most of it done since Van Tuyl's definitive work. The problem as to 

whether or not some dolomite is  of primary origin continues to be one 

of the prime points for discussion and debate. Recent data published 

by Alderman and Skinner (1957) and Alderman (1959) state that primary 

dolomite crystals are being deposited under special conditions in an in- 

terdunal and lake environment on the south coast of Australia called the 

Coorong. Siegel (1961) offers evidence that this dolomite is  not the type 

that we normally see in the rock but a proto-dolomite as defined by 

Graf and Goldsmith (1956). He states that with time and the attainment 

of equilibrium this proto-dolomite will attain the final mineral phase of 

dolomite with no trace of the previous type.' He further emphasizes the 

importance of the concentration of the sulfate ion as being one of the 

main factors responsible for precipitation of the proto-dolomite. In 

this event many of the dolomites associated with evaporites may be the 

final phase of an original sediment composed of disordered dolomite.

In the Devonian sequence of southeastern Arizona evaporites are absent 

except for questionable trace amounts as mentioned earlier.
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The time of dolomitization of the carbonate sediments to form 

the rock dolomite is  uncertain. Folk (1959b, p. 109), in his study of 

the Ordovician Ellenburger rocks in Texas, relates the time of dolo

mitization to sometime after deposition of the sediments and prior to 

tectonic jointing". This might also be said of the Devonian dolomite se 

quence inasmuch as examples of dolomite crystals in veins have been 

observed encroaching into previously crystallized dolomite mosaics.

Some of the dolomites retain a clastic appearance. This might 

indicate that they were derived from pre-existing dolomite strata. 

Twenhofel (1932, p. 349) states that clastic dolomites are being deposited 

in marine environments where dolomite strata is undergoing erosion. 

Amsbury (1962) found that both ancient and modern sediments near the 

Llano Uplift of central Texas contained detrital dolomite derived from  

older rocks. In the Devonian rocks, overgrowths of dolomite on what 

were apparently subrounded, detrital grains of dolomite were observed 

in several samples. Although all the evidence pointing to clastic dolo

mite deposition is not clear cut, it is  believed that in several localities 

in the study area dolomite grains falling into the silt and very fine sand- 

size range (dololutite and very fine dolarenite) were mixed with ter

rigenous material to form portions of the section.

It has been stated as an absolute rule (Fairbridge, 1957, p.

154) that marine dolomites represent epicontinental shelf and shallow 

geosynclinal facies, and never bathyal or abyssal conditions. In their
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study of the Ellenburger, Cloud and Barnes (1948, p. 94-102) theorize 

that the dolomite was formed in the shallower water of the sea and the 

more calcareous deposits in the deeper portion. Folk (1959b, p. 109) 

contends that both rock types, dolomite and limestone, show evidence 

of having been deposited in shallow water. He bases this on the pres

ence of similar proportions of certain allochems in the rocks. He 

further states that the increase in dolomite to the west in the Ellenburger 

sea is  due to a climate-controUed change in salinity. Hobbs (1957, p. 

36-37) and Hobson (1963, p. 88) in their studies of Ordovician carbon

ates of Virginia and Pennsylvania, respectively, both indicate a shal

low-water environment for deposition of the rocks. The literature 

contains many more examples which express the theory of shallow 

water, and usuaUy nearshore environments, for the deposition of car

bonate sediments which through diagenesis become dolomite. No evi

dence to dispute these ideas was found during this study.

Porosity

Throughout the study the occurrence of porosity in the dolo

mites was closely observed; the results were very disappointing. Very 

little intercrystalline or interstitial porosity was observed either with 

the binocular microscope or in thin section. This might indicate that 

the replacement of calcite is more or less  complete and that crystal

lization of the dolomite has proceeded to the full limit. Vugs which
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indicate solution of the carbonate occur in various amounts and sizes, 

as mentioned earlier.

No indication of the presence of any hydrocarbon material was 

detected in the dolomites. Some specimens produced a fetid odor when 

broken or while sawing and an odor of hydrogen sulfide when immersed 

in hydrochloric acid for digestion.

Limestone Facies 

Calcar enites

The calcarenites include those rocks whose average allochem  

grain size ranges from 0.062 mm to 1 mm in diameter (Folk, 1959a). 

Intraclastic grains measure up to 1 mm in diameter or more, may be 

rounded or elongate and tabular, and are interspersed with fragments 

of invertebrate fossils, pellets, oolites, and calcareous algae (Fig. 7). 

Some samples contain medium to coarse s ilt-s ize , pale-gray, rounded 

intraclastic grains which are thought to be aggregates of aphanocrystal- 

line lime mud. The grains are not common and are local in occurrence. 

They may have been formed from fragments of lime mud roiled from the 

sea floor and then rolled until rounded.

Oolites are not abundant; however, they are present locally 

and average about 100 microns in diameter. The occurrence of oolites 

is  restricted to laterally narrow limits; therefore, the advantages they



FIGURE 7

A. Limestone, fine to medium calcarenite in sub- 
angular and subrounded grains; perimeters of the 
grains show some suturing; grains cemented with 
sparry calcite; plain light, 55x. B. Limestone, 
fine to coarse calcar enite; fossil hash with some 
fine quartz sand grains; cemented with sparry 
calcite; plain light, 16x.

C. Limestone, medium to coarse calcarenite with 
overgrowths on intraclasts; algae and probably 
ostracods with dolomite euhedra filling the central 
portion; plain light, 55x. D. Limestone, fine to 
coarse calcarenite with subrounded to rounded 
quartz sand grains; allochem ghosts with sparry 
calcite overgrowths and cement; plain light, 55x.

E. Limestone, pelsparite with algae and corals; 
plain light, 16x. F. Limestone, pelsparite with 
pisolites and areas of sparry calcite apparently 
representing former animal burrows; plain light, 
16x.
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might offer for determining regional environmental conditions are re 

duced. However, where they do occur, they help to point out the chang

ing environmental conditions on a local basis. Some oolitic-pisoliticlike 

objects with a maximum size slightly over 2 mm in diameter were ob

served in the calcarenite section at Dry Canyon; these may be of algal 

origin. The occurrence of oolites at this location implies vigorous agi

tation, possibly over the top of, or on the flanks of an elongate topo

graphic high occurring on the sea floor (Youse, 1964, p. 469-475).

Fossils occurring in the calcarenites are not, as a rule, well 

silicified like those found in the dolomites; consequently, few specimens 

are recovered for megascopic examination. Locally, some of the fossil 

material is  large; algal balls and crinoid stem sections are well over 1 

mm in diameter. Some very fragile, silicified brachiopod shells (Atrypa) 

from the Gunnison Hills section are very well preserved, and when sep

arated from the matrix by digestion in hydrochloric acid they presented 

details of shell structure which could not have been preserved had they 

been transported any distance, or subjected to a large amount of abra

sion. At the Tombstone Hills section, a dolomitic calcarenite member 

20 feet above the base of the section contains a few localized zones of 

’’fossil hash" which are sand-size grains of what appear to be broken, 

silicified fossil bryozoan, or possibly algae. The grains are flat and 

thin, not rounded, but show good angularity and no organic structures.

It may be possible that resurgent bottom currents winnowed the locally
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derived and freshly fragmented material from the profuse litter of 

larger bioskeletal fragments lying on the sea floor and segregated it 

into small pockets or lenses. This same type of occurrence was noted 

in dolomites near the base of the Rattlesnake Ridge and Deepwell Ranch 

sections. A zone containing abundant fish teeth, some as long as half a 

centimeter, occurs at approximately 20 feet below the top of the section 

near Portal (Fig. 10A).

The objects identified as pellets are dark, generally elongate 

or ovate, and sometimes appear with slightly diffused peripheries. They 

vary in size from approximately 40 microns to a maximum of 100 microns 

and are present in varying amounts in nearly all of the calcarenites. In 

some specimens the center portions of the pelletoid objects are filled  

with dolomite euhedra le ss  than 5 microns in diameter. These objects 

may be the remains of algae rather than pellets (Fig. 7C).

The allochems are chiefly cemented with sparry calcite which 

is generally in the range of 15 to 62 microns. Many of the allochems 

show ghost forms with overgrowths in crystal continuity with the original 

grain (Fig. 7D). Recrystallization of the calcite has obscured the allo

chems in a number of specimens. In some instances only partial ob

literation has occurred, leaving part of the object clearly outlined.

Locally some vugs have probably formed by solution; then subsequent 

partial, open-space filling by deposition of calcite created the crystal- 

lined cavity. Many areas in the calcar enites appear to consist of
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microcrystalline calcite; however, either recrystallization and/or dolo- 

mitization has created enough disruption in the crystal pattern to make 

it difficult to determine positively.

Almost without exception the calcarenites in the sequence have 

undergone some degree of dolomitization. Dolomite has replaced cal

cite in variable patterns, as mentioned earlier when mottling was dis

cussed. Commonly the euhedral dolomite rhombs "float” in the calcite 

matrix, not always as laminae or crystal m asses but as individuals. 

These crystals vary from 10 microns to 125 microns or even slightly 

larger. Many of the dolomite subhedra and euhedra are zoned, either 

with dark centers or with brown, limonitic bands which parallel the 

crystal boundaries. Locally the crystals may be concentrated in micro

laminae of interlocking grains. The origin of such an occurrence may 

have been promoted by a more porous zone which provided a point of 

entry from the magnesium-charged circulating water. Laminae of dolo

mite crystals may have been formed by the redistribution of the crys

tals as in the case of terrigenous materials (Thompson, 1963). Perhaps 

subsequent crystal growth obliterated the effects of abrasion or round

ing resulting from transportation of the grains.

The amount of terrigenous material in the calcar enites rarely 

exceeds 15 percent and usually consists of s ilt-s ize  quartz, locally 

some very fine sand, and occasionally a few grains of subrounded quartz 

to 150 microns. At the Tombstone Hills and Black Gap sections,
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calcarenite members near the base contain between 12 and 20 percent 

of coarse silt and very fine- to medium-grained quartz sand. At Black 

Gap, a few grains of rounded quartz 1 mm in diameter were observed. 

Authigenic quartz is  present locally in trace amounts, with chert ap

pearing as gray or white sand-size grains in quantities generally less  

than 2 percent. In thin section the presence of clay is  often suspected, 

but upon digestion in hydrochloric acid the amount of insoluble material 

falling into the finer size ranges is  very small. Some silt-s ize  hematite 

grains may be observed, as are traces of questionable glauconite.

The intraclastic grains and the other allochem types could be 

classed as being moderately to moderately well sorted. Locally, 

crinoid and algal fragments of large size combined with small oolites 

or pseudo-oolites (pelletoid) and other skeletal debris produce a poorly 

sorted rock. Most of these rocks can be classified as Group I allochem- 

ical rocks (Folk, 1959a, and Appendix H).

The environment of deposition of the average or representa

tive calcarenite in the sequence is considered to be one of slightly to 

moderately agitated water and probably fairly uniform currents near 

wave base. Conditions were satisfactory for a prolific invertebrate 

fauna to survive which would indicate that the salinity of the water was 

maintained at a tolerable level for the period. The sediments were 

probably deposited in a shallow shelf or bank margin environment 

(Andrichuk, 1960; Harbaugh, 1960).
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Calcilutites

The calcilutites are composed of calcium carbonate grains less  

than 0.062 mm in-diameter (Fig. 8). Also present are quartz in clay- 

to very fine sand-size particles, clay minerals, muscovite, hematite, 

authigenic quartz and chert, grains of shale, and traces of calcareous 

or silicified fossil remains. Locally, the noncarbonate or acid insol

uble fraction may exceed 50 percent. When this occurs the rock is con

sidered to be of the terrigenous facies. The writer does not use the 

term marl, marlstone, or silty marl for describing these rocks, al

though there are characteristics which could make these names appli

cable. It is apparent, however, that orthochemical constituents are the 

main carbonate ingredients of the calcilutites.

Because recognizable allochem grains in the calcilutites are 

lacking, they might also be classified as m icrites or Class HI lim e

stones (Folk, 1959, p. 17). In thin section, rounded grains of calcite 

to 30 microns (0.03 mm) in diameter are abundant. Whether these 

represent abraded aggregates of microcrystalline ooze or triturated 

fossil shell fragments is unknown. Most of the matrix of the calcilutites 

is made up of microcrystalline calcite averaging less than 5 microns in 

diameter.. The processes and effects which might prompt and accom

pany recrystallization of the fine calcite are difficult to determine.

Some rounded to irregularly shaped patches in the matrix are of sparry



FIGURE 8

A. Limestone, fine to medium calcarenite with 
halos of sparry calcite outlining allochem ghosts'; 
some fine quartz sand grains; plain light, 55x.
B, Limestone, fine-grained calcar enite with a llo
chem ghosts and zoned dolomite euhedra; some 
silt-size  quartz grains; plain light, 55x„

C. Limestone, fine to coarse calcarenite with 
algae and unidentified bioskeletal fragments; 
intraclastic grains show sparry calcite over
growths; dolomite euhedra with faintly outlined 
centers; plain light, 55x. D. Limestone, fine 
to coarse calcarenite with abundant unidentified 
bioskeletal remains and ghosts; sparry calcite 
cement and overgrowths; plain light, 55x.

E. Limestone, calcilutite, silty and slightly 
argillaceous; plain light, 55x. F. Limestone, 
calcilutite, silty and argillaceous, with rounded 
grains of calcite and some dolomite; plain light, 
55x.
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calcite slightly larger than 10 microns and probably represent areas of 

recrystallization. These patches may be the result of soft sediment 

deformation or the burrowing of bottom-dwelling scavengers where 

sparry calcite has filled in the resulting openings (Folk, 1959, p. 13).

Intercalated with the calcilutites at the Portal section, and in 

lesser amounts at the Boss Ranch and the Tombstone Hills sections, 

are very thin laminated dolomitic limestones and locally nodular lim e

stones with grain size averaging below 10 microns in diameter. These 

limestones appear to be nearly lithographic in hand specimen and are 

probably the result of the consolidation of microcrystalline calcite ooze. 

Thin sections of the rocks reveal a microclastic texture with no clearly 

recognizable pellets or organic allochems. Very fine vertical cracks 

or veins filled with dolomite and calcite indicate possible desiccation 

shrinkage and replacement of calcite by dolomite. They also display 

horizontal microlaminae from 50 microns to less than 5 microns in 

width. The laminae are usually straight and parallel and no examples 

of cross lamination were observed. The calcilutites as a whole display 

a remarkable absence of any internal bedding characteristics other than 

as described above.

As in the case of the calcarenites, the calcilutites are dolo- 

mitized in varying degrees. Dolomite euhedra floating in the calcite 

matrix average between 10 and 15 microns in diameter. Apparently the 

fine texture of these rocks provides ideal conditions for the development
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of dolomite crystals. Locally, the quantity of dolomite may exceed 30 

percent; however, in most of the samples examined the average was be

low that amount. In addition to individual dolomite euhedra, micro

laminations composed of the same crystal form were seen, usually in 

the consolidated, thin-bedded limestones intercalated with the calcilutite. 

These laminae probably had their origin in linear zones along or parallel 

to the bedding surface in the microcrystalline calcite ooze.* The zone 

probably furnished a path of slightly higher permeability along which 

magnesium-supplying fluids could move until compaction of the sedi

ment closed them off.

The volume of terrigenous and authigenic constituents in the 

calcilutites varies from less than 10 percent to a maximum of 50 per

cent, at which point the rock comes under another classification. In 

most cases the general class term of impure chemical rocks (Folk, 

1959a, p. 20) could be applied to the calcilutites inasmuch as they con

tain appreciable amounts of material insoluble in dilute hydrochloric 

acid. The grain size of the insoluble residue varies from very fine 

sand to, and including, clay-size particles. A few grains of subrounded 

quartz sand up to 0.125 mm were found in samples obtained from sec

tions in the north and northwestern part of the area. The greater than 

62 micron fraction in the insoluble portion of the calcilutites is  domi

nantly nonsandy, except for some samples from sections west of the 

Sulphur Springs Valley. Here, some very fine to fine quartz sand grains
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plus muscovite and/or sericite and some authigenic minerals are com

monly found. All of the calcilutites from the sections east of the Sulphur 

Springs Valley have very small or trace amounts of material larger 

than 62 microns. Limonite and hematite occurring as amorphous grains 

and as pseudomorphs after pyrite are common. Authigenic chert occurs 

in irregularly shaped grains up to 1 mm and in color may be pale gray, 

white, or yellow. No quartz crystals were observed in any of the sam

ples from this area. Near the top of the calcilutite interval at the Boss 

Ranch section, firm aggregate grains made up of what appears to be 

siliceous spicules were observed, together with harder fragments of 

angular translucent silica. Immediately overlying this interval is  a 17- 

foot zone of black, nodular, and thin-bedded chert associated with cal

cilutite laminae. Whether the chert and siliceous fragments have any 

genetic relationship is  unknown; however, it is  possible that the pres

ence of the fragmental material is an indicator of increased silica con

centration which culminated in the deposition of the chert.

Over the entire area of the study many of the insoluble residue 

fractions of the calcilutites were composed entirely of materials finer 

than 62 microns. It is  apparent that much of this fine residue is  

authigenic, such as mica, iron compounds, and micrograins of chert, 

all combined with the clay- and silt-size  quartz and clay proper. It is  

also apparent that much of this fine residue falls within the finer silt 

range of sizes because it is  often difficult to maintain this material in
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suspension in water long enough to obtain samples for the preparation 

of oriented slides. Before acid treatment there appears to be a sub

stantial quantity of finer material because when samples were prepared 

for pipetting they remained in suspension for a long period of time. Re

sults of size analysis by pipetting show a range from less than 15 to a 

maximum of 48 percent material to be of clay size. A sizable amount 

of the finer particles consists of "rock flour" composed of calcium car

bonate. The particles were probably produced by abrasion of grains as 

suggested by Illing (1954, p. 16) for certain Bahaman carbonate sedi

ments. The finer than 8 phi fraction from 14 samples was treated with 

dilute hydrochloric acid and the average loss through digestion of the 

carbonate fraction was 30 percent.

Selected samples of the calcilutites were subjected to X-ray 

diffractometer analysis for the purpose of identifying the clay minerals 

present. In preparing the samples for analysis dilute (IN) hydrochloric 

and acetic acids were used as the carbonate digesting reagents. Ostrom 

(1961) and Terriere (1963) used dilute concentrations of the same acids, 

not exceeding a 10 percent solution, and found that only minor changes 

were affected in. the clay minerals. The procedures outlined by Wars haw 

and Roy (1961) and Griffin (1962) for the identification of the clay min

erals were followed. The X-ray patterns were made with a North 

American Philips (Norelco) diffraction unit with a scanning goniometer, 

using Ni-filtered, copper radiation. Samples on oriented or sedimented
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slides plus powder samples were scanned at a rate of 2° per minute 

through a range from 2° to 30°, 2 theta on all acid-treated samples 

and to approximately 34°, 2 theta on oriented and powder samples of 

fresh material. The fresh samples were scanned to a higher 2 theta 

reading to record the diffraction effect of calcite and dolomite in the 

event quantitative comparisons between these two minerals might be 

made in the future.

Nearly all of the diffractograms were dominated by the ap

pearance of 9.9-10, 4 .9 -5 , and 3 .3A peaks which indicate the presence 

of "mica" or " illite." Most of the 10A peaks were sharp rather than 

broad and diffused as might be expected for a normal illite peak. The 

mica peaks were not greatly affected by glycolation or heat treatment. 

Some sharpening of the basal reflection was noticed after heating to 

600°C. for an hour. As noted earlier, microscopically fine muscovite 

mica can be observed in all of the calcilutite samples and it is especial

ly noticeable where concentration has been affected by digestion of the 

carbonate constituent by dilute acids.

All of the samples which showed a peak at 7A and/or 14A were 

subjected to glycolation (Brunton, 1955) and heating of the glycolated 

slide to 375° to 400°C. A fresh, sedimented, nonglycolated sample was 

heated an hour at 600°C. Diffractograms were run after each stage of 

treatment. All of the 7A peaks were collapsed by the high-temperature 

treatment, indicating the presence of a kaolin clay mineral. In some
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samples the 14A peak was intensified or showed a very slight change to 

a higher d spacing, indicating the presence of partially dehydrated 

chlorite. After glycolation, two samples displayed low peaks at 17A. 

Whether or not this indicates the presence of montmorillonite is  uncer

tain.

The samples which showed peaks at 7A and 14A came from 

sections located both east and west of the Sulphur Springs Valley. How

ever, all of the calcilutites in the eastern sections produced peaks at 

the above locations, whereas in the western sections, where the amounts 

of constituent materials coarser than 62 microns have increased, the 

peaks were less apparent to nonexistent in most of the samples. The 

reason for the constant presence of the kaolin clay minerals in the east

ern sections is  not clear. It is possible that the kaolin was formed by 

long periods of weathering with some being reworked from older sedi

ments. The "mica" or "illite" which is  present in all samples was 

probably derived from the weathering of older rocks with assistance 

from diagenesis, hydrothermal action, and possibly slight metamor

phism (Folk, 1961, p. 91; Grim, 1953, p. 323; Terriere, 1963, p.

109).

In summary, the calcilutites have a remarkably low content of 

admixture components coarser than 62 microns, and much of it that 

does occur is  authigenic. Also, much of the material finer than 62 

microns is probably authigenic. The calcilutites in the sections east
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of the Sulphur Springs Valley are the "purest'* and the amount of sand- 

size grains in these rocks shows an increase to the west and northwest 

of the valley. The grains, where present, are practically always very 

fine sand- or fine sand-size and subangular to subrounded in shape.

The amount of clay present as a terrigenous component is  variable over 

the area.

The mode of origin and the sedimentary environment of the 

calcilutites and deposits similar to them have been topics of consider

able study and theorization for many years. The principal method of 

approach toward solving the problems encountered in working with the 

ancient sediments has been to study modern environments of carbonate 

deposition. The Great Bahama Bank west of Andros Island has been 

one of the many areas where a considerable amount of effort has been 

directed. The recent work by Cloud (1962) summarizes all of the 

earlier published work and presents a large amount of new and original 

data. His research established that calcareous sediments in clay, silt, 

and sand sizes are being formed under special physiochemical condi

tions with the aid of biochemical factors. The largest percentage of 

the sediment, 95 percent of the clay fraction and more than half of the 

silt, consists of needles and laths of aragonite a few microns long 

and/or aggregates of the needles. Calcite constitutes only 6 to 12 per

cent of the sediment being deposited. Shoreward the low magnesian 

calcite is  most abundant, and the quantity of high magnesian calcite
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increases offshore. No dolomite was found, and terrigenous admix-' 

tures, including clay, were rare. The low quantity of calcite as com

pared to aragonite in the sediment is attributed to the fact that aragonite 

involves less energy loss.. Aragonite will invert to calcite with time if 

exposed to undersaturated solutions or to the moist atmosphere. The 

skeletal fabric of certain types of calcareous algae contains abundant 

aragonite crystals which are released upon decay, thus contributing to 

the supply of calcium carbonate in the sediment (Lowenstam, 1955).

Some comparisons may be made between the Bahaman-type 

sediments and the ancient calcareous sediments including the Devonian 

sequence under study. However, some allowances have to be made for 

diverging characteristics. The fine-grained Devonian calcilutites are 

composed in part of granular calcite, generally below the 62 micron 

size, which compares favorably with the shallow-water Ordovician, 

Devonian, and Mississippian bahamites of Beales (1958). The bahamite- 

type deposits were probably formed by precipitation in areas of slack 

water, high salinity, and low turbulence. Such conditions would be a s

sociated with a lagoonal area, a shallow marine shoal and inter shoal 

area, or the lee side of an island environment (Beales, 1958, p. 1867; 

Thomas, 1962, p. 203; Plumley, Risley, Graves, and Raley, 1962, p. 

93). In the Bahama Banks area deposits include abundant oolites which 

form in the areas of higher turbulence. The calcilutites under study are 

devoid of them. The total matrix of some of the calcilutites often
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displays no grain form, only microcrystalline calcite, dolomite, and 

very fine terrigenous admixture. These rocks have the mega-charac

teristics of chalk. Traces of ostracods and possibly sponge spicules 

are found which would indicate a probable lagoonal environment. The 

basal member of the section at Portal is of this type of rock. The 

bahamites of Beales show a remarkably high carbonate purity with in

soluble residue percentages being below 2 percent. This offers a sharp 

contrast to the Devonian calcilutites which have a relatively high content 

of fine insoluble material. Beales (1958, p. 1878) suggests that a higher 

proportion of terrigenous material should be expected in deposits of 

coastal shoals whereas the purer deposits would accumulate on exten

sive banks.

The calcilutites have a tendency to be light colored over the 

entire area. East of the Sulphur Springs Valley gradations of the var

ious shades of gray to yellowish gray are dominant with some brownish 

tints. The thin limestone laminae intercalated with the calcilutites in 

the Portal section range from medium gray to grayish black (N5-N2). 

West of the Sulphur Springs Valley the calcilutites continue to maintain 

shades of gray in the south part of the area, but in a northerly direction 

they locally become reddish orange (10R 6/6). Sediment color is  not 

always a positive criterion for establishing depositional environments. 

The generally light coloration of the section being discussed could in

dicate a shallow-water, well-aerated, oxidizing environment of the open
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marine shelf type with local tongues of darker colors indicating a basin 

edge affinity (Edie, 1958, p. 103).

The lack of evaporites in the calcilutite section, except in 

trace quantities, indicates that the depositional environment was one 

where open circulation of water was maintained. If the lagoonal en

vironment mentioned earlier existed as a local manifestation, it, too, 

must have been subject to circulating waters because of the almost total 

lack of evaporite minerals in those deposits.

Terrigenous Facies

Deposits of the terrigenous facies comprise slightly under 20 

percent of the total thickness of rocks examined during the course of 

this study. The shales and siltstones are dominant over the sandstones 

at a ratio of about 3 to ll. The surface expression of the finer textured 

terrigenous rocks is often very poor; therefore, exposures are to be 

sought in localities where gullies have been cut normal to the strike of 

the beds. Commonly the gully or wash marks the trace of a fault, in 

which case the natural cover combined with the disturbance created by 

the fault produces a section which is poorly exposed and difficult to 

measure. The sandstones usually offer better outcrops than the finer 

textured rocks; however, deep weathering often masks the primary 

textural and structural aspects.
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Shales and Siltstones

Terrigenous rocks exhibiting good bedding plane fissility  are 

rare in the Devonian section. In most cases the fiss ile  properties of 

the fine-textured terrigenous rocks can be classed as gradational be

tween thin bedded to massive (Ailing, 1945) or papery to slabby on the 

splitting-properties table of McKee and Weir (1953). The high content 

of calcareous and siliceous constituents and the small amount of argil

laceous material present have a tendency to produce rock types which 

are not truly fissile  (Ailing, 1945; Ingram, 1953).

At the Portal section, 42 feet of dark-gray to grayish-black 

(N3-N2), very dolomitic, slightly siliceous, papery to platy shale pro

vides the most striking examples of this rock type in the entire area 

(Fig. 9C). This single member resembles the descriptions given to 

the Percha Shale of New Mexico (Stevenson, 1945; Laudon and Bowsher, 

1949) and may represent a western extension or tongue of that particular 

facies. A thin section of this shale reveals a matrix of diffused and in

distinct pellet or irregularly shaped, semiopaque cottonball-like objects 

60 to 80 microns in diameter, abundant dolomite euhedra from 1 to 30 

microns in diameter, and some unidentified bioskeletal fragments which 

might include some ostracod remains. Some equant pyrite grains 5 to 

30 microns in diameter are distributed throughout the shale. The matrix 

material is probably composed of clay-size or colloidal material



FIGURE 9

A. Shale, with indistinct pelletlike texture; dolo- 
mitic, black grains are pyrite; plain light, 55x,
B. Siltstone, matrix of subangular to angular 
quartz grains and clay-size material; calcareous 
and dolomitic; plain light, 55x.

C. Siltstone, grain size is near that of very fine 
sand; grains are subangular quartz with dolomite 
and clay-size material as interstitial filling; plain 
light, 55x. D. Orthoquartzite on the left and fine
grained sandy dolomite (dolarenite) on the right; 
contact between Cambrian and Devonian rocks at 
the Little Dragoon section; crossed nicols, 55x.

E. Sandstone, well-rounded quartz sand imbedded 
in calcite; plain light, 16x. F. Sandstone, well- 
rounded to subrounded quartz grains imbedded in 
dolomite; dark grains are limonite; plain light,
16x.
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flocculated in a euxinic environment with the dolomite euhedra repre

senting a diagenetic growth phase within the shale. X-ray analysis in

dicates that illite is the dominant clay mineral with traces of chlorite- 

vermiculite and kaolinite. On the outcrop the member is  stained in 

irregular patches by a yellowish limonitic product derived from the 

weathering of pyrite. This same interval has been identified in the De

vonian section at Blue Mountain, 6 m iles northwest of the Portal section 

OSabins, 1957). The writer was unable to positively identify the shale 

in the metamorphosed section at Apache Pass and the same interval 

could not be seen at the Dos Cabezas locality due to the poor exposures 

of the less resistant portion of the section. The limited number of com

plete outcrops of Devonian rocks in the area makes it difficult to project 

the extent to which this facies may have been deposited. This member 

was deposited in a strongly reducing environment, possibly in stagnant, 

quiet water behind a confining or barrier bar.

In sections west of the Sulphur Springs Valley, some papery to 

shaly, poorly indurated, very calcareous and micaceous shalelike rock 

can be seen intercalated with siltstones or silty carbonates. In the upper 

part of the Buehman Canyon section some of the siltstones present a 

shalelike appearance on the outcrop. This appearance is  probably due 

to the abundant supply of very fine flakes of muscovite and/or sericite  

which, upon deposition, aligned themselves horizontally in thin laminae. 

Most of the finer textured rock types are pale in color, ranging from
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very light gray (N8) to shades with red as the basic hue (5R 6/2-5R 4/6, 

etc). In some cases the red coloration may be an outcrop color due to 

the oxidation of the iron constituent during the weathering process.

Fresh, and completely unweathered, samples were rarely available for 

examination; hence, it was not possible to estimate the degree of color 

change which usually takes place between the subsurface and the outcrop.

In the greater number of cases the siltstones are almost iden

tical to the calcilutites texturally but contain more than 50 percent ter

rigenous and other material, much of which is  probably authigenic. The 

siltstones are so classified because they are usually somewhat indurated, 

generally gradational between fissile  to nonfissile rocks (Folk, 1961, p. 

127). The bedding characteristics of many of the siltstones can be clas

sified as being between shaly to slabby with some blocky types (McKee 

and Weir, 1953).

The carbonate constituent of the siltstones consists of both 

calcite and dolomite, the proportions of which were recognized by the 

X-ray diffractometer. .The speed of reaction when dilute hydrochloric 

acid was applied provided an empirical estimate which indicated that 

most of the samples contained a dominant percentage of CaCOg. Pyrite 

is  not always a common constituent; however, the acid insoluble frac

tion often contains a considerable amount of amorphous hematitelike 

and limonitelike fragments which could have been derived in part from 

pyrite. Muscovite in flakes smaller than 0.06 mm is locally abundant
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and flakes up to 0 ,5 mm are not uncommon. X-ray diffraction patterns 

indicate that the clay mineral present is  predominantly 10A m ica-illite  

with an infrequent trace amount of 7A and 14A kaolin it e and possibly 

chlorite. Other constituents such as chert and feldspar are scarce to 

nonexistent. Quartz sand in the very fine and fine size grades (0.062 

to 0.25 mm) is  present in amounts which vary considerably over the 

area. In general the finer grades of sand predominate, with larger 

sized grains to 0.5 mm being found in very small amounts and on a 

local scale.

At the Boss Ranch locality, in the southeastern part of the 

area, the basal 50 feet of the section is  composed of coarse-textured 

dolomitic siltstone with a considerable amount of very fine quartz sand 

admixture. Samples taken from near the base of this member are com

posed of silt and sand grains with dolomite anhedra, all within the size  

grades mentioned above. The individual grains of the rock matrix are 

coated with a brown, limoniticlike stain which would indicate that they 

were deposited in an iron-rich environment. It is  probable that a large 

amount of the granular material was derived from the weathering and 

reworking of the Ordovician rock floor. The loose sediment was prob

ably winnowed and sorted by currents of variable competency, and 

windblown material could have been added to the local supply. The 

small maximum grain size of the rock, the lack of any observable cross 

lamination, plus the very low content of heavy minerals indicate that a
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low-energy depositional environment was probably in operation at the 

time the beds were laid down. These siltstones are generally light 

colored, ranging from dusky yellow (5Y 6/4) to light brown (5Y 6/4). 

This would indicate that an oxidizing environment was prevalent during 

deposition. Also, the rate of erosion must have been greater than the 

rate of chemical decay of the dolomite, or the climate was very dry and 

possibly cold (Folk, 1961).

Sandstones

During the early phases of this work it was thought that the 

presence of thick sandstone members in the Devonian sections in the 

extreme southeastern portion of the area would be very important in 

determining the depositional history of the sequence (Epis, et a l., 1957; 

Rogers, 1957). The writer has been unable to corroborate the existence 

of these arenaceous deposits described as occurring in the southern 

Swisshelm Mountains. The complicated structural setting of this area 

provides a poor environment for conducting quantitative work in stratig

raphy. In addition, it does not appear that a source area which could 

have provided such an abundance of sandy material could have existed 

during deposition of the Devonian sequence without producing a pronounced 

lithologic influence on the sections a short distance to the east and pos

sibly north to the Portal area.



Sandstone comprises only 5 percent of the Devonian section 

within the area studied. More than half of the amount is  found in five 

sections, all of them west of the Sulphur Springs Valley. They are the 

Little Dragoon Mountains, Buehman Canyon, Peppersauce Canyon, Twin 

Peaks, and Slate Mountains sections. Each of these sections includes 

an aggregate of more than 25 feet of sandstone in its total footage. The 

location of the sections named above indicates that a source of supply 

for the quartz sand existed at some distance to the north or that the 

Cambrian sandstones were being weathered to furnish the supply of 

quartz sand.

The carbonate content of the sandstones consists mainly of 

dolomite with some calcite and varies between 0 and 45 percent of the 

rock volume. The predominant grain-size classes are fine or very 

fine, with the quantity of silt usually high. In several samples medium 

sand (0.25 to 0.50 mm) is found in amounts usually less than 25 percent. 

Only four samples produced sand grains larger than 0. 5 mm.

The sand in the coarse-size range is  noticeably better rounded, 

and the grains tend to be subrounded, subangular, and more angular as 

the size is diminished (Fig. 10B). A rounding coefficient greater than 

3.0 (Folk, 1961, p. 100-101) is established for most of the grains, with 

some of the fine sizes falling below this number. The sorting coefficient 

of the grains falls below 0.50 phi units. Within the classification scheme 

of Folk (1961, p. 100-110) the Devonian sandstones are mature to
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FIGURE 10

A

Silicified fish tooth in calcarenite; crossed nicols, 

13x.

B

Well-rounded quartz grains mixed with rounded 

dolomite grains. Some dark grains are limonite; 

crossed nicols, 13x.
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supermature dolomitic or calcareous orthoquartzites. Locally, the 

carbonate cementing material gives way to a silica cement. Quartz is  

the dominant constituent of the sandstones and many grains show authi- 

genic silica growth or complete overgrowth as noted earlier in this 

paper. All of the thin sections of the sandstones were recounted with 

special emphasis placed on identification of feldspars and heavy min

erals. This procedure was done on some from which insoluble residues 

had been obtained in order to check the microscopic identification. The 

nonquartz constituents, including detrital chert, make up less than 1 

percent of the noncarbonate fraction of the rocks. A few grains of 

rounded microcline, questionable orthoclase, and grains of well- 

rounded zircon, tourmaline, and rutile were identified in the thin sec 

tions. Rock fragments are rare to nonexistent. The clay content of the 

sandstones is very low, being undetectable in most samples. Hematite, 

siderite, and limonite are abundant constituents in many of the sand

stones, and locally traces of glauconite are found. Mica is a rare con

stituent. The quartz in the sandstones is characteristically similar to 

that found as the terrigen constituent in the dolomites and limestones.

In thin section the quartz grains exhibit straight to slightly undulose ex

tinction. Several samples from an indeterminant stratigraphic position 

in the southern Swisshelm Mountains area display bubble trains, or 

vacuoles, and strain shadows which would indicate a local vein quartz 

occurrence or a metamorphic source area.
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It is concluded that the sandstones studied were derived most

ly from older sediments." The Abrigo contains several sandstone mem

bers, and in local areas it is thought that some of these have been elim

inated by deep erosion prior to and during deposition of the Devonian 

rocks. Most of the carbonates intercalated with the quartzitic sand

stones of the Cambrian section are sandy, thus providing another 

source of sand. Areas to the north and west probably supplied some 

sand, either through a system of sluggish streams or as windborne 

sands. Wherever primary structure could be closely observed in the 

sandstones it was found to consist of horizontal laminae or low-angle, 

simple- and planar-type cross lamination (McKee and Weir, 1958).

These two structural aspects of the sediments would indicate a fairly 

quiet environment with occasional torrential or disturbing influences of 

current direction and intensity.

The environment of deposition for the sandstones, though they 

are somewhat scattered in the section, is considered to be that of the 

shallow water, neritic zone on a slowly subsiding coastal plain-marginal 

shelf. The sandstones are generally thin, thus implying a limited source 

for the sand. The general lack of any high-angle crossbedding would 

imply an environment which reworked the local supply and the windborne 

materials into a homogeneous localized blanket or lens-type deposit 

(Folk, 1961, p. 109). Locally there was probably some lensing caused 

by deltaic influences at the Dragoon Mountains section. The sandstone
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member near the middle of the sequence may be an example of this, as 

it can be seen to thicken and thin within the width of the outcrop. The 

maximum thickness observed was 15 feet and the minimum approximate

ly 4 feet. This sandstone was tightly cemented with dolomite and pre

sented a quartzitic habit as so many of the Devonian sandstones do.

This may be the result of the ’’desert-varnish” type of weathered sur

face on many of the beds, especially the sandstones. The quartz sand 

grains eroded from older formations and redeposited in Devonian strata 

probably attained a good degree of rounding during the first cycle of 

their history. This is attested to by the clean, rounded grains found 

making up most of the Cambrian sandstones and quartzites. In them, 

some multiunit, rounded grains signify that the original quartz may 

have been through at least two cycles prior to deposition in the Devonian.

The carbonate cementing material, which consists dominantly 

of dolomite, was probably calcite, both precipitated and as clastic 

grains, and granular dolomite. Diagenesis caused replacement of the 

calcite by dolomite.



FIGURE 11

A

Contact between siltstone and dolomite zones near 

top of the Devonian sequence at Black Gap.

B

Siltstone zone in lower half of the Rattlesnake 

Ridge section.
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FIGURE 12

Upper part of the zone pictured in Figure 11B 

overlain by a very fine-textured sandstone 

which weathers dark brown and with a "desert 

varnish" surface. Rattlesnake Ridge locality.
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METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS

Isopach Map

To be of value an isopach map of a stratigraphic interval must 

be constructed upon the best evidence available. It will be affected by, 

among others, the following factors: positive determination of the 

upper and lower boundaries of the interval; free from tectonic effects 

which would cause shortening or lengthening within the sequence; 

ability of the person constructing the map to select the points of con

trol in a pattern which covers the area in the optimum way. The De

vonian sequence of southeastern Arizona rarely lends itself to fulfilling 

most of these fundamental requirements. As a result, the map inter

pretations as presented are subject to slight, local adjustments. For 

a regional picture they faithfully portray the condition for which they 

are designed to illustrate.

The isopach map of the Devonian sequence of southeastern 

Arizona (Fig. 15) reveals several interesting features which heretofore 

may have been inferred but not fully studied. On the basis of available 

data it is apparent that the Devonian rocks do not exceed 400 feet in 

thickness anywhere in the region of southwestern New Mexico or south

eastern Arizona. Regionally the strata thicken and thin, probably as a
87
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result of the undulating or uneven depositional surface on the pre-De

vonian rocks. In southwestern New Mexico the Devonian rocks are en

countered at a depth of 12, 500 feet in the Humble Oil and Refining No. 1 

State "BA" (sec. 25, T. 30 S ., R. 15 W .) and are 330 feet thick (per

sonal communication, Sam Thompson, HI). This location is  about 50 

miles east of the Boss Ranch section. A few m iles north of the Humble 

location the same stratigraphic interval was topped at 1,070 feet in the 

Hachita Dome Inc. No. .1 Tidball and Berry (sec. 12, T. 30 S . , R. 15 

W .) and is 324 feet thick. In the writer's opinion these two sections 

represent the thickest Devonian intervals occurring in the eastern area. 

Farther north and east of these locations surface sections present 

thinner intervals of Devonian rocks. In Arizona the thickest sections 

are found in the extreme eastern part of the study area— Boss Ranch 

and Portal sections. In northwestern Cochise County the isopach map 

indicates the presence of a pre-Devonian ridge running generally north

east and southwest. The thin intervals measured at the Little Dragoons, 

Dry Canyon, and Patagonia localities give evidence of such an occur

rence. The latter section was mentioned by Kartchner (1944) and was 

assigned a thickness of 186 feet. The same section was measured by 

Baker (1962) and a maximum thickness of 151 feet was assigned to it. 

There are no other sections of Devonian in the area to use as a check. 

Either of the above thicknesses could have been used in constructing the 

isopach map; however, the thicker measurement was selected. A
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thickness of 320 feet has been assigned to the Devonian sequence in the 

Huachuca Mountains (personal communication, P. T. Hayes, U.S. 

Geological Survey). The section at the Little Dragoons establishes the 

limit of control for the buried ridge in a northeastern direction. This 

section was measured by Cook (1938) and he records it as being 101 feet 

thick. Gilluly (1956, p. 27) assigns a thickness of 276 feet to the sec 

tion at approximately the same locality. The writer has established a 

thickness of 154 feet for the purposes of this study. It can be seen on 

the isopach map that the section thickens rapidly away from the postu

lated ridge area. McKee (1951), using the thickness of the Devonian as 

measured by Cook, indicated that an anomalous thinning of the section 

might occur as shown on the isopach map constructed during this study. 

North of the study area, according to data compiled by McKee, the sec

tion maintains a thickness in excess of 300 feet. Northeast, in the 

Morenci area, the section thins to between 125 and 150 feet. In the 

western part of the area the section is seen to thin toward a possible 

positive area that existed during Devonian time. The thicknesses given 

for the Waterman Mountains section seem to indicate a local area of 

thicker Devonian rocks, possibly a channelway connecting the north and 

south areas. The lack of usable data in the southwestern area and north

ern Mexico creates a problem with no solution readily apparent.
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Lithofacies Maps

In depicting the areal variations within the stratigraphic inter

val of the Devonian rocks the writer has attempted to simplify the maps 

as much as possible. Complicated lithofacies maps which illustrate 

several changing aspects of the lithologic pattern of an interval on one 

map often become too difficult for the viewer to decipher. As some of 

the key points of control used in this study are as much as 40 m iles 

apart (Boss Ranch and Black Gap), it is  impractical to construct any

thing but generalized facies maps to illustrate the depositional trends 

and the relationship between the lithologic types.

Percent of Terrigenous Facies Total Terrigenous 
= Total Thickness

The percentage of the terrigenous facies, which includes shales, 

siltstones, and sandstones, when compared to the total section, illus

trates certain points which were discussed previously (Fig. 16). The 

increasing amount of terrigenous rocks in the eastern sections indicates 

the beginning of a gradual transition from a dominantly carbonate se 

quence to one where shales become the most important. In the north 

and far western part of the area the terrigenous strata show a marked 

increase resulting from their closeness to sources of sediment supply. 

The closely contoured area in northwestern Cochise County indicates
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that the high area must have had a local influence upon deposition of the 

terrigenous strata.

Percent of Limestone in Total Carbonates Calcilutite + Calcarenite 
Total Carbonates

This map is drawn using percentage values in order to simplify 

the picture (Fig. 17). Most of the sections in the southern and eastern 

parts of the study area include aggregates of limestone often exceeding 

50 percent. Dolomite dominates the sections in the northern and west

ern parts of the area. The large amount of calcilutite or micrite in the 

Tombstone Hills section is illustrated by the west-trending elongate 

salient extending from the limestone area.

Percent of Calcilutite in Total Limestone - - Calcilutite----
Total Limestone

The calcilutite component of the total limestone in the Devonian 

section plays an important role in interpreting the depositional history 

of the sequence (Fig. 18). The rocks are considered to be shallow shelf 

deposits formed just below wave base. They occur in various positions 

within the section, depending upon the locality, and may be local indi

cators of short periods of decreased rate of subsidence. The uppermost 

member of the Devonian is often a calcilutite, and whether this marks 

a regressive phase of sedimentation is unknown. The eastern sections 

contain a preponderance of calcilutites which are succeeded by cal- 

carenites toward the top of the section. The writer has been unable to
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find in the literature any Devonian section in southwestern New Mexico 

which includes calcilutite in its column. This further substantiates the 

theory that deeper shelf conditions prevailed in that area.

Stratigraphic Cross Sections

The regional cross-section diagrams of the Devonian strata 

(Figs. 19 and 20) clearly illustrate the difficulties that are encountered 

when attempting to correlate individual lithologic types from one locality 

to another. There is  very little continuity of the strata, thus further 

substantiating the theory for a shallow-water, intermittently stable and 

unstable shelf depositional environment for the sediments.

The upper boundary of the Devonian strata has been placed at 

the top of either the calcilutite or siltstone member. The writer be

lieves that these zones are corrdatable over the region and that they 

may represent the deposits of a regressive Devonian sea or a transgres

sive Mississippian sea. There is  no tangible evidence available at this 

time to cause the decision to be made in favor of either situation. No 

fossils were obtained from the upper zone of the sequence, and appar

ently the environment within which these rocks were deposited was un

favorable for the existence of a profuse fauna.

Through the use of the cross section the area of thin Devonian 

sediments in northwestern Cochise County is further illustrated. Al

though it is possible that faulting might have caused some shortening of
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the sequence in the Little.Dragoons section, it can be seen that there is  

also convergence of the sediments over the alleged high area. Further, 

the cross sections illustrate the thin sequences as they occur at Dry 

Canyon and Tombstone Hills.

The thick wedge of calcilutite, which finds its greatest develop

ment in the lower part of the Boss Ranch section, thins to the west with 

the western edge forming an irregular line. It is present in the Tomb

stone Hills section (Fig. 19), but only traces of it are found at Black 

Gap and other sections to the north and west.

The base of the Devonian strata has been placed at each locality 

on the basis of lithology. In the writer's opinion, the point selected  

marked a dividing line where older rocks could tentatively be distinguished 

from the Devonian.



HISTORICAL INTERPRETATION

Tectonic Setting

At the beginning of Upper Devonian time the tectonic frame

work of the region consisted of a broad, stable shelf in southeastern 

Arizona, Positive areas are thought to have existed at some distance 

to the west, northwest, and north (Wilson, 1962, Fig. 8, p. 28). The 

eastern margin of the study area was probably bounded by a mild hinge 

line extending in a general northwest-southeast direction (Fig. 21). 

East of the hinge-line the depositional trough, or basin, deepened 

somewhat in the area which is  now southwestern New Mexico. The 

entire region was within the confines of a shallow embayment on the 

stable shelf bordering the northward-expanding Sonoran geosyncline. 

Subsidence of the shelf area began earlier in the eastern area than in 

the western, as evidenced by the slightly older sediments in the east. 

The rate of subsidence cannot be determined with any accuracy, and it 

probably fluctuated from time to time. The tectonic setting of the 

southwestern part of the study area remains an enigma.

Stoyanow (1942, PI. 5f) depicts the Devonian sea encroaching 

from the south. Schuchert (1955, Map 38) has the seaway entering

94
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Arizona from the north with no opening to the south, whereas Dunbar 

(1960, p. 174) shows both south and north trends for the extending seas. 

In this study the seaway is considered to have opened from the south, 

with the sea encroaching in a northerly direction.

Provenance

The Devonian sediments of the study area are a considerable 

distance from any positive area where rocks older than those of Cam

brian age were exposed to erosion during the period of deposition. The 

Cambrian and Ordovician carbonates, consisting mainly of dolomites, 

contributed fine, granular material of variable levels of stability to the 

sedimentary system. Locally, the exposed rocks consisted of sandy 

carbonates and orthoquartzites. It is possible that some fine material 

transported by offshore winds was available for reworking by the ad

vancing sea.

Environment of Deposition: Summary

The depositional environments of each of the specific rock types 

have been included in the discussion of each of the facies. The conclu

sions as presented were interpreted from stratigraphic, petrologic, 

and sedimentologic observations, and no study of the associated fauna

was made.
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Most evidence indicates that the transgressive Devonian sea  

acted as a low-energy mechanism in the movement and deposition of the 

sediments. Only in rare cases are conglomeratic rocks found in the 

Devonian sequence, and where they are present it is  in the basal few 

inches of the section.

On the eastern side of the tectonic hinge-line, in the deeper 

shelf area, the deepening basin was receiving fine terrigenous sedi

ments in a reducing environment which may have been locally euxinic.

This condition is  attested to by the preponderance of dark shales in the 

section. It is probable that a ll areas had access to the open sea and 

that evaporitic conditions did not prevail in any area. The basal sedi

ments in some sections in southwestern New Mexico contain phosphate 

nodules (Laudon and Bowsher, 1949, p. 1-88). This condition would 

indicate that a source of deep, cold, upwelling, phosphate-rich water 

was available, probably from the ocean depths (McKelvey et a l . , 1953, 

p. 54-62, in Campbell, 196%, p. 496).

The fine-grained calcareous and dolomitic sediments which 

were building up on the west side of the hinge-line (Swisshelm, Pedregosa, 

Chiricahua, and Dos Cabezas Mountains areas) were subjected to oxida

tion and reworking which resulted in light rock colors and a sm all quan

tity of clay-size terrigenous particles. Very little, if any, strata 

composed of quartz arenites were exposed to erosion in the east. No 

evidence which would indicate that biohermal reefs existed during the
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period was found in the area. It is possible that sedimentation began 

in the area of southwestern New Mexico prior to that of Arizona 

(Kottlowski, Flower, Thompson, and Foster, 1956; Epis et a l . , 1957) 

and progressed to the west across Arizona. As Devonian sedimenta

tion progressed, fluctuations in the rate of subsidence caused thin 

limestones to be intercalated with the silty calcilutites. The thick

nesses and numbers of these limestones increase upward until they be

come dominant in the section, inferring increasingly le ss  tectonic 

interruption and slightly deeper water than prevailed previously.

Farther to the west, in the area of Black Gap and Tombstone 

Hills, conditions very similar to those just described existed. How

ever, it is apparent that subsequent to deposition of the basal calcilutites 

in the above sections that the water remained shallow over the entire 

region. Also, the salinity of the water was increased, probably through 

evaporation on the shallow shelf area (Adams and Rhodes, 1960), and 

dolomites began to dominate the sections. Occasional tectonic pulsa

tions which affected deposition on a regional basis probably caused thin 

sandstones or siltstones to be deposited, and the fine texture of these 

epiclastic sediments attests to the distance from the source of supply. 

The sandstone interval midway in the Little Dragoon section is  analo

gous to the lens-type sandstone bodies which develop over the crest of 

topographic ridges or highs (Krumbein and Sloss, 1963, p. 552). Thin 

beach, bar, or mud-flat sediments are found in the Rattlesnake Ridge
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and Deepwell Ranch sections which might indicate a gentle slope in a 

northwestern and western dirction. In contrast, the Gunnison Hills 

section may have been located on a steeper flank of the slope, or 

ridge, because it lacks any beds composed of terrigenous material.

The paucity of data from the southwestern part of the area creates a 

problem which prevents a reasonable solution to the complexities of 

the tectonic and sedimentary history of that, and adjacent areas.

It is possible that the local variations in the topographic ex

pression of the sea floor contributed greatly to changes in salinity and 

temperature of the water on a local basis. It is believed that the tem

perature of the Devonian sea increased to the west across the area of 

study and that it probably fluctuated from time to time because of the 

intermittent presence of fossils . If one rock type or environment was 

the principal object of discussion a great deal more might be said about 

the physical and chemical conditions prevailing at the time of deposi

tion, In this study of the entire Devonian sequence occurring over a 

fairly wide area, it has become evident that many microenvironments 

must have prevailed during the long period of deposition.

As is  often the case with work done in stratigraphic geology, 

the last word is  seldom uttered. However, the writer believes that 

certain facts have been established during the course of this study 

which will aid in a better understanding of Paleozoic geology. This



study has also pointed out that more definitive work is needed on the 

pre-Devonian rocks of the region.



FIGURE 13

Rattlesnake Ridge locality, looking east. Arrows 

point to approximate upper and lower boundaries 

of the Devonian sequence.
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FIGURE 14

A

Exposure at Black Gap. Devonian rocks occupy 

space between the dashed lines. View looking 

north.

B

Exposure of Devonian and Mississippian rocks. 

Dashed lines mark approximate boundary between 

the two sequences. The section is faulted and in

truded. The base of the Devonian is not c lo s e d .  

Locality is 9 m iles northwest of Bisbee at junction 

of U.S. Highway 80 and Arizona State Highlay 90. 

View is looking west from U.S. Highway 80.
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Apache Pass: NE-1/4NE-1/4 sec. 2, T. 15 S . , R. 28 E. 
Strike N. 50° W .; dip 50° SW. The rocks at this locality have 
been metamorphosed. Data used only for constructing the 
isopach map.

Mississippian!

Escabrosa Limestone: limestone, dark-gray (N3), 
weathers pale-yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2) and 
yellowish-orange (10YR 7/4); fine texture, dolo- 
mitic, silty; some small horn corals; tremolite 
crystals abundant; thick bedded; forms prominent 
ledge.

Devonian:

Unit
No. Description

Thickness 
in feet

4 Limestone: medium-gray (N3), weathers as 10
above; dolomitic, silty with a shaly habit; thin, 
flaggy bedding; forms slope.

3 Limestone: medium-dary gray (N4), weathers 165
pale-yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2); very fine 
texture, dolomitic, silty, pyritic; weathers with 
sharp, angular surface into platy chips and slabs; 
locally some quartz geodelike inclusions; "prom
inent outcrops.

2 Limestone: as above, some slabby concretions; 120
has shaly habit in top part; weathers as above.

1 Limestone: light-gray (N7), weathers same to 30
slightly brown; medium texture, dolomitic, 
pyritic, some chert; thin to thick bedded; forms 
ledges.

Total Devonian section 325

Ordovician:

El Paso Limestone: dolomite, medium-light-gray 
(N6), weathers light-brownish-gray (SYR 6/1); cal
careous, also calcite veins; thin bedded; becomes 
cherty downward; forms prominent ledges.
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Buehman Canyon: N E -l/4  sec. 8, T. 12 S . , R. 18 E. Highly 
faulted area. Strike N. 2° E . ; dip 47° E.

Escabrosa Limestone: dolomite, light-brownish- 
gray (SYR 6/1), weathers yellowish-gray (5Y 8/1); 
fine texture, silty; weathers with rough surface; 
iron concretions; thick bedded; forms ledges.

Devonian;

Unit Thickness
No. Description . in feet

8 Siltstone: moderate-pink (SR 7/4), weathers 36
grayish-pink (SR 8/2); calcareous and dolomitic, 
micaceous, soft; laminated to very thin bedded; 
forms slope.

. 7 Sandstone: pale-red (SR 6/2), weathers grayish- 36
red (SR 4/2); very fine to fine grained, silty, 
dolomitic; quartzite habit on weathered surface, 
trace of glauconite or chlorite; iron concretions; 
hard ledge at top grading into siltstone in lower 
8 feet; thin bedded; forms ledge.

6 Dolomite: moderate- to pale-red (SR 5/4) to 30
brownish-gray (SYR 4/1), weathers grayish- 
orange (10YR 7/4) to medium-light-gray (N6); 
very fine to fine texture; some vugs, iron con
cretions, silty at base; thin bedded; forms ledge.

5 Calcilutite: pale-red (SR 6/2), weathers grayish- 12
pink (SR 8/2); silty, dolomitic, soft; locally in
durated; laminated; forms slope. 4

4 Dolomite: grayish-red (SYR 5/1) at top grading 61
down to medium-dark-gray (N4) and light-brownish- 
gray (SYR 6/1), weathers pale-yellowish-brown 
(10YR 6/2); fine texture, traces of silt in top part 
grading down to very sandy in lower 13 feet; 
brachiopods, corals, and algae locally abundant in 
lower half of unit; some quartz sand grains to 1 mm 
diameter; thin bedded; forms ledges.

Mississippian:
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Unit
No. Description

3 Siltstone: moderate-pink (5R 7/4), weathers
grayish-pink (5R 8/2) to white; slightly dolomitic, 
has shale habit, micaceous, hematite, thin ir 
regular sandy lenses of very fine texture; locally 
indurated; laminated; forms slope.

2 Dolomite: grayish-red (5R 4/2) to medium-gray 
(N5), weathers brownish-gray to gray (SYR 4/1); 
dominantly fine texture with some coarse, calcite 
veins, iron concretions of sm all size, corals and 
algae(?) in upper part; locally sandy, silty in low
er 5 feet; thin bedded; forms ledges.

1 Orthoquartzite: grayish-red (5R 4/2), weathers 
brownish-gray (SYR 4/1); medium grained, sub- 
angular, well sorted; glauconite in lower 2 inches; 
thin bedded; forms ledge.

Total Devonian section

Cambrian:

Abrigo Limestone: dolomite, light-brown 
(SYR 6/4), weathers grayish-orange-pink 
(10R 8/2); fine texture, silty to sandy, 
glauconitic at top; thin bedded; forms ledges. 
From top of this unit to first massive quartzite 
below it is  50 feet:

Thickness 
in feet

47

28

4

254
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Black Gap: NE-1/4 sec. 26, T. 23 S . , R. 24 E ., section 
located approximately 0. 5 mile south-southeast of Warren. 
Strike N. 70° W .; dip 43° NNE. (Fig. 14A).

Escabrosa Limestone: dolomite, medium-brownish- 
gray (SYR 5/1), weathers pale-yellowish-brown 
(10YR 6/2); fine texture, calcareous; calcite in
clusions and fine calcite veining forms lack pattern; 
silicified algae; thick bedded; forms prominent out
crop.

Devonian:

Unit ' Thickness
No. Description in feet

9 Calcarenite: colors as above; fine grained, dolo- 20
mitic with lower 5 feet very dolomitic, abundant 
fossils; thin to thick bedded; many fine calcite 
veinlets in random pattern; grades down into silty  
zone below; forms prominent outcrop.

8 Dolomite: pale-reddish-brown (10R 5/4), weathers 30
to medium-reddish-brown (1 OR 5/6); fine to medium 
texture, silty, calcareous to near 50 percent local
ly; very thin beds of siltstone intercalated up to 1 
inch thick; dolomite is  thin bedded, forms rubbly 
slope (Figt 11). 7

7 Dolomite: medium-brownish-gray (SYR 5/1), local- 86
ly slightly darker, weathers light-olive-gray (5Y 
6 /l)  to slightly darker; fine to medium texture, 
calcite-filled veins abundant; many silicified fossils  
in basal 20 feet; thin to thick bedded, prominent 
ledge at top; forms slope downward; weathers with 
sharp, rough surface (Fig. 2).

Mississippian:
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Unit
No.

6

5

4

3

2

Thickness
Description in feet

Calcarenite: color variable, brownish-gray (SYR 24
3/1) to grayish-red (SR 4/2), weathers pale-red  
(10R 6/2) with some darker shades; fine texture, 
very dolomitic; surface mottled by dolomitic r e 
placement and abundant fossil brachiopods, corals, 
and stromatoporoids, calcite veinlets and inclusions 
with large zoned dolomite rhombs; thin to thick 
bedded; forms slopes and prominent ledges; weathers 
smooth to rough (Fig. 3).

Dolomite: medium-red (SR 5/6), weathers pale-red 27 
(10R 6/2); fine texture, highly siliceous with silica  
occupying slightly over 50 percent of the rock in some 
samples; shale of same color intercalated in beds 1 
to 3 inches thick; some questionable glauconite; dolo
mite is thin bedded, forms rubbly slope.

Calcar enite: medium-gray (NS) to grayish-red 37
(SR 4/2), weathers pale-red (10R 6/2) to grayish- 
orange (10R 7/4); fine to coarse grained, dolomitic; 
fossils in upper 10 feet, some red chert 10 feet 
above base of unit, calcite seams or veins in 
various patterns; some small siliceous geodelike 
objects; thin to thick bedded; base is  marked by 
bright-red calcarenite seam 1 to 3 inches thick; 
forms slope.

Calcarenite: medium-red (SR 5/6), weathers to 36
pale-red (10R 6/2); fine to medium grained, dolo
mitic and sandy, fine to medium, rounded to sub
rounded quartz grains; thin bedded; some nodular, 
very thin siltstones intercalated; forms slope.

Dolomite: dusky-red (SR 3/4), weathers grayish- 5
red (SR 4/2); fine texture, silty; iron concretions 
at the top; thin bedded; forms ledge.
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Unit Thickness
No. Description in feet

1 Calcilutite: moderate-pink (SR 7/4), weathers 
light-pink (SR 8/4); silty; very thin bedded, with 
nodular limestone inclusions; forms slope above 
pronounced ledge of unit below.

12

. Total Devonian section 277

Cambrian:

Abrigo Limestone: dolomite, dark-reddish-brown 
(10R 3/4), weathers medium-brownish-gray (SYR 
5 /l);  medium texture, with vein quartz; upper sur
face marked by red seam 1 to 2 inches thick; rock 
is  highly jointed and is  darker in upper part, be
coming lighter down; possibly old erosion surface 
of low relief; becomes sandy down section to Part
ing Quartzite Member 48 feet below top; thin to 
thick bedded; forms prominent ledges.
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Boss Ranch: NW -l/4 sec. 29, T. 21 S ., R. 31 E. Strike N. 
25° E . ; dip 40°-50° NW.

Escabrosa Limestone: calcarenite, dark-brownish- 
gray (SYR 3/1), weathers to medium-light-gray 
(N5-N6); coarse grained; lower part is silty with a 
trace of fine quartz sand, crinoidal; thin to thick 
bedded; abundant red chert in lower member de
creasing upward; forms prominent cliff.

Devonian:

Unit Thickness
No. Description in feet

11 Sandstone: pale-brown (SYR 5/2), weathers to 1
medium-brown (SYR 4/4); fine to medium grained 
with some coarse grains, rounded to subrounded 
quartz which shows strain shadows and bubble 
trains in thin section, very calcareous; abundant 
bioskeletal fragments; thin bedded; forms ledge.

10 Calcarenite: pale-brown (SYR 5/2), weathers same 9
color to medium-gray (NS); coarse grained, very 
sandy with quartz grains as in unit above; abundant 
bioskeletal fragments; laminae of dominantly quartz 
sand intercalated throughout; very thin to thin 
bedded; forms ledge.

9 Mostly concealed. Few slabs of pale-red-gray 70
(SR 6/2) calcarenite in float on slope weathering 
to pale-reddish-brown (10R 5/4) at top and light- 
brown (SYR 6/4) toward the base.

8 Calcilutite: light-gray (N7), weathers same 9
color; dolomitic, silty; very thin bedded, grada
tional into unit below; forms slope. 7

7 Chert: dark-gray to black (N3-N1), weathers 17
same, in elongate nodules associated with dark- 
gray (N3), weathering very light-gray (N8); 
aphanitic limestone; very thin to thin bedded; 
forms low ledge.

Mississippian:
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Unit Thickness
No. Description in feet

6 Calcilutite: light-gray (N7), weathers same; dolo- 51
mitic, silty; very thin to thin bedded; 1 to 2 foot 
black chert bed 15 feet from top of unit; near base 
some very thin beds of aphanitic, brown limestone.

5 Dolomite: grayish-orange (10YR 7/4), weathers 4
light-brown (SYR 6/4); very fine texture, very 
slity; massive; forms prominent ledge.

4 Calcilutite: yellowish-gray (5Y 7/2), weathers 162
same and locally mottled pale-red (5R 6/2) and 
very pale purple (5P 8/2); dolomitic, silty, and 
locally argillaceous; laminated to very thin 
bedded; forms slope.

3 Limestone (biomicrite): medium-gray-brown 2
(SYR 4/2), weathers distinctive light-bluish-gray 
(5B 7 /l);  slightly silty, hematite grains; fossil 
fragments; very thin bedded, often nodular; forms 
prominent marker ledge.

2 Calcilutite: as in unit 4, above. 6

1 Siltstone: light-brown (SYR 6/4), weathers to 50
moderate-brown (SYR 5/4) and yellowish-gray 
(5Y 8 /l);  locally approaches grain size of very 
fine sand; very dolomitic throughout; some fine 
sand admixture; thin bedded; forms prominent 
ledge.

Total Devonian section 381

"Ordovician: ’

El Paso Limestone: dolomite, medium-gray 
(NS) to dusky-yellow (5Y 6/4), weathers yellow
ish-gray (5Y 7/2); fine to medium textured; top 
surface shows some solution seams; forms ledge.
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Colossal Cave-: sec. 9, T. 16 S ., R. 17 E. Dip 55°- 
Cambrian, 64° N. in Devonian.

Escabrosa Limestone: dolomite, medium-gray (N5), 
weathers light-olive-gray (5Y 6/1); fine to coarse 
texture, silty, weathers with rough surface; thick 
bedded; forms cliff.

Devonian:

Unit
No. Description

7 Calcarenite: medium-gray (N5), weathers medium- 
light-gray (N6); fine grained, calcite veinlets, pale- 
gray chert at top, dolomitic; thin bedded; forms 
ledge.

6 Dolomite: medium-gray (N5) to light-gray (N7) 
and medium-gray-brown (5YR 5/1); fine to 
coarse texture; bedded pale-brown chert near 
top; abundant calcite veinlets; lower 35 feet has 
thin laminae of siltstone intercalated; dolomite 
weathers with silty habit; very thin to thin bedded; 
forms low ledges in slope.

5 Sandstone: grayish-red (5R 4/2), weathers light- 
brownish-gray (5YR 6/1); very fine to fine grained 
with abundant silt-s ize  grains, dolomitic, glauconit
ic; thin bedded; forms ledge.

4 ‘ Dolomite: light-gray (N7), weathers pale-yellowish-
gray (5Y 8/2); fine to medium texture; lower 10 feet 
has conglomeratic habit and weathers with calcite 
veinlets standing out on surface; thin to thick bedded; 
forms ledges, 3

3 Calcilutite: yellowish-gray (5Y 8/1), weathers 
grayish-yellow (5Y 8/4); fine texture, soft to in
durated, very silty; laminated to very thin bedded; 
forms slope.

Mississippian:

60° N. in

Thickness 
in feet

15

144

15

51

25
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Unit
No. • Description

2 Dolomite: medium-gray (N5), weathers pale-gray 
(N7) to light-olive (5Y 6/1); fine texture; slightly 
silty in basal part; white calcite inclusions and 
veinlets; thin bedded; forms ledge.

1 Calcilutite: yellowish-gray (5Y 8/1), weathers 
same; very fine texture becoming coarse toward 
base; very silty with some very fine and fine quartz 
sand in basal part; laminated to very thin bedded; 
forms slope.

Total Devonian section

Cambrian:

Abrigo Limestone: sandstone, light-gray (N7), 
weathers same; coarse texture, dolomitic, sub
rounded to rounded frosted quartz grains to 
slightly over 1 mm; thin bedded; forms low 
ledges.

Thickness 
in feet

16

24

290
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Deepwell Ranch: NW-1/4SW-1/4 sec. 35, T. 14 8 ., R. 21 E. 
Highly faulted area. Strike N. 25° W .; dip 35° E.

Mississippian:

Escabrosa Limestone: dolomite, medium-light-gray 
(N6), weathering light-gray (N7) to pinkish-gray 
(5YR 8/1); fine to medium texture; fine hematite 
grains; locally vuggy; some secondary silica; forms 
low prominent ledges.

Devonian:

Unit
No. Description

Calcilutite: pale-red (5R 6/2), weathers to 
pinkish-gray (SYR 8 /l);  calcareous and dolo- 
mitic, silty with trace of very fine quartz sand 
grains; very thin bedded; forms slope.

Dolomite: pale-red (5R 6/2) in top third, grading 
down into pale-brown (SYR 5/2), weathers gray
ish-orange (10YR 7/4) to medium-gray (N6); fine 
texture; abundant limestone fragments in middle 
part, probably organic; thin to thick bedded, con
glomeratic habit at base; forms ledges.

Siltstone: pale-yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2) to 
medium-light-gray (N6), weathers light-gray 
(N7) to light-brown (SYR 6/4); texturally is  near 
very fine sand; some fine quartz sand grains, 
dolomitic, desert varnish; thin to thick bedded; 
forms ledge.

Orthoquartzite: grayish-pink (SR 8/2), weathers 
pale-red (SR 6/2) to moderate-brown (SYR 4/4); 
subrounded, frosted quartz grains; locally weathers 
in horizontal laminations; thin bedded; forms ledges.

Thickness 
in feet
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Unit
No. Description

2 Siltstone:* pale-yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2) to 
pale-red (5R 6/2), weathers grayish-orange 
(10YR 7/4) to grayish-pink (5YR 8/1); dolomitic 
and calcareous; upper 20 feet has very thin silty  
dolomite intercalated; siltstone is gradational into 
dolomite unit below; laminated to very thin bedded; 
forms slope or gully.

1 Dolomite? pale-yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2) in
upper few feet to dark-gray (N3) and medium-gray 
(N6) in remainder, weathers medium-gray (N5) to 
grayish-orange (10YR 7/4); fine to medium texture; 
fossil fragments in lower part; slightly sandy and 
silty near base; thin bedded; forms ledges.

Total Devonian section

Cambrian?

Abrigo Limestone: upper 15 feet concealed, 
followed by dolomite, pale-pink (5RP 8/2) to 
moderate-red (5R 5/4), weathers to pale-reddish- 
brown (10R 5/4); medium to coarse texture, sandy; 
very thin to thin bedded; forms ledges.

Thickness 
in feet

69

53

226
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Dos Cabezas: SE-1/4NE-1/4 sec. 26, T. 14 S . , R. 26 E ., 
section is located approximately 2. 5 m iles west-northwest of 
Dos Cabezas, north of State Highway 186. This section shows 
evidence of faulting in the lower part and the middle portion is  
poorly exposed. Strike N. 60° W .; dip 43° SW.

Mississippian:

Escabrosa Limestone: limestone, pinkish-gray 
(SYR 8/1), weathers light-brownish-gray (SYR 6/1); 
dolomitic; very thick bedded; forms prominent cliff.

Devonian:

Unit Thickness
No. Description

5 Dolomite: light-brownish-gray (SYR 6/1), weathers 
same with pink and yellow locally; fine texture; 
slightly calcareous; some vugs and vein calcite; 
thick bedded; forms ledge.

4 Calcilutiter pinkish-gray (SYR 8/1), weathers
same to white; dolomitic, silty; laminated to very 
thin bedded; poor exposure in topographic saddle.

3 Calcarenite: brownish-gray (SYR 4/1), weathers 
medium-dark-gray (N4); medium grained, dolo
mitic, oolitic; thin bedded; medium-gray chert 
nodules along bedding; forms low ledge.

2 Dolomite:, pale-brown (SYR 5/2), weathers grayish- 
orange (10YR 7/4); coarse texture, some vein calcite; 
thin bedded; some pale-gray chert grains; forms low 
ledge.

1 Calcarenite: medium-light-gray (N6), weathers same 27 
with some yellow and pink areas; slightly dolomitic, 
thin fossil hash zones; thin to thick bedded; locally 
abundant dark-gray chert nodules, black and pink 
chert at base; forms low ledges.

in feet 

108

143

12

8

Total Devonian section 298
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Ordovician;

Unit
No. Description

El Paso Limestone: dolomite, medium-gray (N5), 
weathers to light-olive-gray (5Y 6/1); fine to 
medium texture, silty in top 10 feet, less down
ward; thin to thick bedded; forms prominent ledges.

Thickness 
in feet
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Dragoon Mountains: Location approximately 1, 500 yards N. 60° 
E. from the northwest corner of T. 19 S ., R. 24 E. Strike N. 
40° W .; dip 50° E . ; highly faulted area.

Escabrosa Limestone: calcarenite, medium-gray 
(N5), weathers same color; medium texture; calcite 
inclusions; weathers with rough surface; forms 
cliff.

Devonian:

Unit Thickness
No. Description in feet

16 Calcilutite: pinkish-gray (5YR 8 /l) , weathers 20
yellowish-gray (5Y 8/1); dolomitic, silty, with 
dolomite nodules; very thin bedded; forms slope.

15 Dolomite: light- to medium-gray (N7-N5), weathers 25
grayish-orange (10YR 7/4) to medium-gray-brown 
(5YR 5/1); fine texture; abundant calcite-filled vein- 
lets; very calcareous in lower part; silicified corals; 
thin bedded; forms ledges.

14 Calcarenite: medium-gray-brown (SYR 5/1), weathers 15
medium-gray (N5); dolomitic, silty; calcite veinlets; 
silicified corals; thin bedded; forms ledges.

13 Calcilutite: light-moderate-red (5R 5/6), weathers 8
orange-pink (10R 8/2); dolomitic, with some shaly 
limestone nodules, silty; very thin bedded; forms 
slope.

12 Calcar enite: medium-gray-brown (SYR 5/1), 9
weathers medium-gray (N5); fine to medium 
grained, very calcareous; calcite veinlets weather
ing orange; corals; thin bedded; forms ledges.

11 Dolomite; pale-reddish-brown (10R 6/2), weathers 18
light-brown (5YR 5/6); fine texture, silty; very thin 
to thin bedded; forms low ledges.

Mississippian:
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10 Siltstone: pale-reddish-brown (10R 5/4), weathers
pale-red (5R 6/2); calcareous, dolomitic; silica  
cement creates hard-rock type, sandy with very fine 
grains of subrounded quartz; very thin bedded; forms 
slope.

9 Orthoquartzite: medium-gray (N6), weathers light- 
brown (SYR 5/6); this member attains a thickness 
up to 8 feet along strike; thin bedded; forms ledge.

8 Dolomite: moderate-red (5R 4/6) to pale-red-gray
$R 4/2), weathers light-brown (SYR 5/6) to pale- 
yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2); fine to medium tex
ture, calcite veinlets; thin bedded; in low ledges.

7 Orthoquartzite: pale-red-gray (5R 4/2), weathers
pale-yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2); dolomitic and 
silica cement, rounded to subrounded quartz grains 
to a maximum of 2 mm, dominantly medium sand; 
orange weathering calcite veins; thin to thick bedded; 
forms prominent ledge.

6 Dolomite: grayish-orange (1QR 8/2), weathers
yellowish-gray (5Y 8/1); fine to medium texture, 
very silty and sandy, quartz grains in very fine 
sand range, subangular; thin bedded; forms ledges.

5 Siltstone:. grayish-orange-pink (1GR 8/2), weathers 
pale-yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2); dolomitic; very 
thin bedded; forms slope.

4 . Dolomite: pale-red (5R 6/2), weathers pale-yellow
ish-brown (10YR 6/2); fine texture, silty, calcite 
veinlets; thin bedded; in ledges. 3

3 Dolomite: light-brownish-gray (SYR 6/1), weathers 
light-brown (SYR 6/4); fine texture, very silty, with 
some very fine subangular quartz sand; thin bedded; 
in ledges.

Unit
No. Description

4

Thickness
in feet

1

11

15

19

6

10

10
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2 Dolomite: • light-brownish-gray (SYR 6/1), gray- 60
ish-orange-pink (10R 8/2) and light-gray (N7), 
weathers to grayish-orange (10YR 7/4) and 
medium-light-gray (N6); medium to coarse tex
ture, some slightly sandy and silty zones; abundant 
calcite veinlets and inclusions; thin to thick bedded; 
forms ledges.

1 Dolomite: pale-red (10R 6/2), weathers pale- 44
yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2); fine to medium tex
ture, very silty in top 20 feet becoming silty  
downward; abundant laminae of sand stand out on 
weathered surface; basal 7 feet has changing 
lithologies in very thin beds; dolomite is  thin to 
thick bedded; forms ledges.

Total Devonian section 275

Unit Thickness
No. Description  ̂ in feet

Cambrian:

Abrigo Limestone: dolomite, moderate-red 
(5R 4/6), weathers grayish-orange-pink (10R 
8/2); medium to coarse texture, sandy; thin 
bedded; 20 feet to top of quartzite member; 
forms ledges.
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Dry Canyon: N E -l/4  sec. 15, T. 19 S ., R. 19 E. Located in 
the southeastern Whetstone Mountains. Strike N. 25° W .; dip 
20° NW.

Mississippian:

Escabrosa Limestone: dolomite, medium-dark gray 
(N4), weathers light-brownish-gray (SYR 6/1); fine 
texture, silty; very thick bedded; forms cliff.-

Devonian:

Unit
No.

9

8

Description

Calcilutite: medium-dark gray (N4), weathers 
medium-light-gray (N6); dolomitic, silty, grades 
down to more indurated at base; fossil hash at 
base; very thin bedded; forms slope.

Dolomite: medium-gray (N4), weathers to light- 
brownish-gray (SYR 6 /l);  fine texture; silicified  
fossils; abundant brachiopods; stylolite with low 
relief and surface outlined by red hematite or 
limonite; thin bedded; some brown spots due to 
weathering; forms ledges.

Calcilutite; medium-gray (N6), weathers very 
light-gray (N8); dolomitic, silty; very thin bedded; 
forms slope.

Dolomite; medium-gray (NS), weathers light- 
brownish-gray (SYR 6 /l);  fine texture; silicified  
fossil fragments; thin bedded; forms ledge.

Calcilutite: very light-gray (N8), weathers same 
color; dolomitic, silty; very thin bedded; forms 
slope.

Dolomite; • medium-dark-gray (N4), weathers 
light-brownish-gray (SYR 6/1); fine texture; 
abundant silicified brachiopod fragments; thin 
bedded; forms ledge.

Thickness 
in feet

6
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5 Calcilutite: medium-light-gray (N6), weathers
dark-yellowish-orange (10YR 6/6); dolomitic, 
silty; very thin bedded; forms slope.

4 Dolomite: medium-gray (N5) to dark-gray (N3); 
weathers light-brownish-gray (SYR 6/1) to gray
ish-orange (10YR 7/4); fine texture; calcite vein- 
lets and inclusions; silicified brachiopods; dark- 
gray to black bedded chert in basal part; thin 
bedded; forms ledges.

3 Sandstone: light-brownish-gray (SYR 6/1), weathers
rusty-brown (SYR 5/6); rounded to subrounded, fine 
grained, dolomitic; abundant authigenic quartz crys
tals on weathered surface; low-angle planar or tor
rential-type crossbedding; forms'ledge.

2 Dblomite: medium-dark-gray (N4) to dark-gray 
(N3), weathers to medium-light-gray (N6) and 
light-brownish-gray (SYR 6/1); fine to medium 
texture, slightly silty; calcite inclusions; thin 
bedded; forms ledges.

1 Calcarenite: medium-gray (NS) to medium-dark-
gray (N4), weathers light-gray (N7) to medium- 
gray (NS); slightly dolomitic in upper part; abundant 
oolites and pisolites; fossil fragments; abundant 
m icro-sized vugs; thin bedded; forms low ledges.

Total Devonian section

Unit
No. Description

Cambrian:

Abrigo Limestone: dolomite, medium-gray (NS), • 
weathers moderate-yellowish-, brown (10YR 5/4); 
fine to medium texture, very sandy, near 50 per
cent rounded to subrounded quartz grains of 
dominantly medium-size grade; thin bedded; 
forms ledges. Orthoquartzite member 12 feet 
below top of this zone.

10

50

Thickness
in feet

2

12

35

190
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Gunnison Hills: NW -1/4NE-1/4 sec. 9, T. 16 S ., R. 
Strike N. 15° W .; dip 28° E . ; highly faulted area.

Escabrosa Limestone: dolomite, medium-dark-gray 
(N4), weathers pale-yellowish-brown (SYR 6/2); 
fine texture, silty; thin bedded; more massive up 
section; forms ledges and cliffs.

Devonian:

Unit
No. Description

7 Siltstone:* light-olive-gray (5Y 6/1), weathers
pale-gray-brown (SYR 6/1); dolomitic; laminated 
to very thin bedded; forms slope.

6 Dolomite:, medium-light-gray (N6) becoming
medium-yellowish-brown (10YR 5/4) toward base 
of unit, weathers pale-yellowish-brown (10YR 
6/2) at top to light-brown (SYR 6/4) at base; fine 
texture, silty in basal 10 feet; gradational into 
unit below; thin to thick bedded; forms prominent 
ledge.

5 Dolomite: medium-dark-gray (N4), weathers
light-brown (SYR 6/4); fine texture; silty; soft 
siltstones to 2 inches thick are intercalated; very 
thin to thin bedded; forms slope.

4 Calcarenite: medium-dark-gray (N4) to pale-
reddish-brown (10R 5/4), weathers grayish- 
orange-pink (SR 7/2) to medium-gray (NS); 
dolomitic and silty; brachiopods, corals, and 
bryozoan; thin bedded with conglomeratic habit 
at base; forms slope and ledges. 3

3 Dolomite: medium-yellow-brown (10YR 5/6),
weathers grayish-orange (10YR 7/4); fine tex
ture, silty; some silicified corals(?); thin bedded; 
forms low ledge.

Mississippiari:

23 E.

Thickness 
in feet

14

66

30

33

12
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2 Siltstone: pale-yellow-brown (10YR 5/2), weathers 9 
pale-brown (SYR 5/2); siliceous, dolomitic; weathers 
with quartzite habit; desert-varnish surface; thin 
bedded; forms slope.

1 Dolomite: medium-brownish-gray (SYR 5 /l) , 76
weathers to pale-yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2); 
fine to medium texture, locally very silty; 
elongate or ovate bodies 2 to 6 inches by 1 inch 
of very fine sands which weather in distinctive 
pattern; locally banded; silicified brachiopods 
and corals in lower 20 feet; desert-varnish sur
face common; sand and fine conglomerate in 
lower 5 feet; thin to thick bedded; forms series  
of low cliffs or ledges.

Total Devonian section 240

Unit Thickness
No. Description in feet

Cambrian:

Abrigo Limestone: orthoquartzite, very light-gray 
(N8), weathers pinkish-gray (SYR 8 /l);  rounded to 
subangular, frosted, fine to medium quartz grains; 
thin bedded; forms prominent ledge.
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Little Dragoon Mountains: NW -1/4NE-1/4 sec. 16, T. 15 S ., 
R. 22 E ., 0 .9  mile northeast of Seven Dash Ranch and 3.3  
m iles northwest of Johnson; highly faulted area. Strike N.
10° W .; dip 28° ENE.

Escabrosa Limestone: dolomite, light-brownish- 
gray (SYR 6/1), weathers pinkish-gray (SYR 8 /l);  
fine texture, silty; thin to thick bedded; forms 

• cliff.

Devonian:

Unit Thickness
No. Description in feet

5 Siltstone: moderate-red (SR 4/6), weathers pale- 25 
red (10R 6/2); dolomitic, calcareous; some indura
ted nodular and slabby beds; very thin bedded; forms 
slope.

4 Dolomite: dark-gray (N3) to medium-gray (NS), 39+
weathers medium-dark-gray to very light-gray 
(N8); fine texture, trace of silt; fossil fragments 
in upper 5 to 10 feet; thin bedded, scour surfaces 
at top; some poorly exposed cross lamination near 
middle of interval; forms low ledges.

3 Siltstone: dark-reddish-brown (10R 3/4), weathers 12
grayish-red (10R 4/2), locally becomes dark-gray 
(N4); dolomitic, trace of glauconite or chlorite(?), 
hematite; laminated to very thin bedded; forms 
slope. 2

2 Sandstone: pale-red (10R 6/2) at top grading down 37
to light-brownish-gray (SYR 6/1), weathers medium- 
light-gray (N6) to grayish-red (10R 4/2); top is very 
dolomitic, less downward; grairis are in very fine to 
fine range with some medium subrounded to sub- 
angular quartz; locally very silty; some zones have 
quartzitic habit; thin bedded; forms ledges.

Mississippian;
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1 Dolomite: medium-gray (N5) to moderate-yellow- 41
ish-brown (10YR 5/4), weathers light-gray (N7) 
to grayish-orange (10YR 7/4); fine texture, sandy 
in lower part; lower surface fills relief on Cam
brian quartzite and contains some quartzite frag
ments of variable sizes; thin to thick bedded; 
forms low ledges.

Total Devonian section 154+

Unit Thickness
No. Description in feet

Cambrian:

Abrigo Limestone: Orthoquartzite, moderate- 
yellowish-brown (10YR 5/4) to light-brownish- 
gray (SYR 6/1), weathers pale-yellowish-brown 
(10YR 6/2) and lighter; thin to thick bedded; grades 
down into well-laminated sandstone with ribbon- 
surface texture.
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Peppersauce Wash: SW-1/4SW-1/4 sec. 21, T. 10 S ., R. 16 E„, 
Pinal County. Strike N. 40° W., dip 19° NE.

Escabrosa Limestone: dolomite, grayish-orange 
(10YR 7/4), weathers same, grading up into 
medium-gray (N5); fine to medium texture; 
weathers With rough surface; thick bedded; forms 
ledges*

Devonian:

Mississippiani

Unit
No. Description

Thickness 
in feet

7 Siltstone: light-brown (SYR 6/4), weathers 14
same; coarse texture with large amount of fine 
quartz sand grains;, locally near very fine sand
stone; slightly dolomitic; weathers with quartzite 
habit; thin bedded; forms slope with ledges.

6 Dolomite: grayish-orange (10YR 7/4) at top 51
grading down with medium-gray (NS) and pale- 
reddish-brown (lOR 5/4), weathers medium- 
light-gray (N6) blotched with medium-dark-gray 
(N4); medium to coarse texture; vein calcite 
abundant; weathers rough; thin bedded. In mid
section occurs a 10-foot zone of calcarenite with 
conglomeratic habit; in top 5 feet a 1-foot zone of 
orthoquartzite. Unit forms ledges.

5 Siltstone: grayish-orange (SYR 6 /l) , weathering 28
same and light-brown (SYR 6/4); coarse texture; 
near very fine sandstone; intergranular hematite; 
dolomitic; laminated to very thin bedded; forms 
slope. 4

4 Dolomite: pale-yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2), 33
weathers grayish-orange (SYR 7/2); fine texture; 
white calcite inclusions and veinlets; thin bedded; 
forms ledge.
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Unit
No. Description

3 Siltstone and sandstone: moderate-pale-reddish-
brown (5R 5/4), weathers reddish-brown (10R 5/4); 
zone consists of coarse siltstones and very fine 
sandstones in intervals up to 16 feet; thickest 
coarser textured intervals located at top and bottom 
of unit; slightly dolomitic and argillaceous; 
laminated to very thin bedded; forms slope with 
low ledges.

2 Dolomite: medium-gray (N5), weathers light-olive-
gray (5Y 6 /l);  medium texture; silty in lower 5 feet; 
horn and colonial corals in lower half; trace of 
glauconite at base; thin bedded; forms ledges.

1 Sandstone: brownish-gray (SYR 4/1), weathers very
slightly lighter; very fine texture, near coarse silt-  
stone; some fine quartz sand grains; dolomitic; 
glauconitic; thin bedded; forms low ledges.

Total Devonian section

Cambrian:

Abrigo Limestone: dolomite, light-brownish- 
gray (SYR 6 /l) , weathering slightly darker; fine 
texture, very sandy, very fine quartz grains; 
thin bedded; forms ledges.

Thickness 
in feet

S3

51

4

234
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Portal: 2-1/2 m iles northwest of Portal in the SW -l/4 sec.
15, T. 17 S ., R. 31 E. Strike N. 60° W ., dip 55° SW.

Escabrosa Limestone: calcarenite, medium-gray 
(N5); medium to .coarse grained, crinoidal; thin to 
very thick bedded"; forms cliff.

Devonian:

Unit Thickness
No. Description in feet

5 Calcar enite: medium-gray (N5), weathers yellow- 97
ish-gray (5Y 8/1) to light-olive gray (5Y 6/1); fine 
to medium grained, dolomitic; upper beds are silty; 
thin beds of silty and argillaceous calcilutite are 
intercalated with amount increasing downward; fos
s il fragments locally abundant; fish teeth at 20 to 
30 feet below top of section; calcarenites are very 
thin to thick bedded becoming thicker toward the 
top of the section; forms ledges in steep slope.

4 Calcilutite: medium-gray (N5), weathers very 142
light- to light-gray (N7-N9); dolomitic, silty and 
locally argillaceous; very thin aphanitic dark- 
gray (N3) dolomitic, silty limestones intercalated; 
calcilutite is laminated to very thin bedded, gen
erally soft; forms slope. Zone becomes dark 
gray (N3) toward base.

3 Shale: dark-gray to grayish-black (N3-N2), 42
weathers dark-gray (N3) with patches and streaks 
of dark-yellowish-orange (10YR 6/6); dolomitic, 
pyritic, and limonitic; fissile  to shaly; forms 
slope. 2

2 Calcilutite: medium-gray (N5), weathers light- 58
gray (N7) to pale-yellowish-orange (10YR 8/6); 
slightly dolomitic, silty, and argillaceous; thin 
dolomitic and silty, dark-gray to gray black (N3- 
N2) aphanitic limestones are intercalated; grades 
down into unit below; forms slope.

Mississippian:
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1 Calcilutite: pale-yellowish-orange (10YR 8/6), 25
weathers same color; chalky and/or marly tex
ture, generally soft, slightly dolomitic and silty; 
a trace of possible ostracod fragments; very thin 
bedded, locally indurated in 1-inch beds; forms 
slope.

Unit Thickness
No. Description •> in feet

Total Devonian section 364

Disconformity

Ordovician:-

El Paso Limestone: Dolomite, medium-light- 
gray (N6), weathers same color; very fine crys
talline; thick bedded; forms ledge.
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Rattlesnake Ridge: N E -l/4  sec. 21 and NW -l/4 sec. 
S ., R. 21 E. Highly faulted area. Strike N. 55° W .; 
NE. (Fig. 13).

Escabrosa Limestone: dolomite, pale-brown (SYR 
5/2) to medium-light-gray (N6), weathers to medium- 
light-gray (N6) and grayish-orange (10YR 7/4); fine 
to medium texture, silty and sandy with subrounded 
to subangular quartz grains to medium grade size; 
weathers with rough surface; thick bedded; forms 
prominent ledge.

Devonian:

Unit
No. Description

5 Siltstone: • moderate-reddish-orange (10R 6/6), 
weathers moderate-orange-pink (SYR 8/4); dolo- 
mitic and calcareous; some very fine sand grains 
in lower part, generally soft; very thin to thin 
bedded; forms slope.

4 Dolomite: pale-brown (SYR 5/2) to light-brownish- 
gray (SYR 6/1), weathers grayish-orange-pink 
(SYR 7/2) to medium-light-gray (N6); fine to medium 
texture; some vein calcite; locally abundant silicified  
corals, crinoids, and bryozoan; vuggy in lower part; 
thin to thick bedded; forms ledges.

3 Sandstone: pale-brown (SYR 5/2), weathers light- 
brown (SYR 6/4); dolomitic, fine to coarse grains 
with highest percentage in medium range, silty; 
weathers with quartzite habit, desert-varnish sur
face; thin to thick bedded; forms ledge (Fig. 12). 2

2 Siltstone-: moderate^red (SR 5/2), weathers same; 
dolomitic and calcareous, generally soft; indurated 
lenses at top and gradational into silty, nodular dolo
mite in the base; abundant hematite in lower 2 to 3 
feet; laminated to very thin bedded; wavy structure 
pattern in top; forms slope (Fig. 11B).

Mississippian:

22, T. 14 
dip 50°

Thickness 
in feet

40

95

8

62
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Unit
No. Description

Thickness 
in feet

1 Dolomite: pale-brownish-gray (SYR 6 /l) , medium- 40 
dark-gray (N4), and pale-brown (SYR 5/2), weathers 
light-gray (N7) to grayish-orange (10YR 7/4); fine to 
medium texture; trace of silt near base, conglomeratic 
and cherty in basal 1 to 2 feet; sm all-scale cross 
laminated in upper 10 feet; weathers with rough sur
face; thin bedded; forms ledges.

Abrigo Limestone: dolomite, pale-brown (SYR 
5/2), weathers grayish-orange (10YR 7/4); fine 
to medium texture, locally very silty; top surface 
shows a few inches of relief and is  nodular to 
slabby as though weathered, also stained red; unit 
grades down into sandy and silty calcarenite which 
is  laminated to very thin bedded; ledge former. 
Top of Abrigo to top of first quartzite below is  
50 feet.

Total Devonian section 245

Cambrian:
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Slate Mountains: NW-1/4SW-1/4 sec. 30, T. 9 8 .,  R. 4 E ., 
Pinal County. Strike N. 70° W .; dip 10° N.

Escabrosa Limestone: dolomite, brownish-gray 
(SYR 4/1), weathers pale-brown (SYR 5/2) to 
medium-light-gray (N6); fine to medium texture; 
some calcite inclusions; thick bedded; forms cliff.

Devonian:

Unit Thickness
No. Description in feet

10 Calcilutite: moderate-pink (SR 7/4) to pale- 25
moderate-red (SR 6/2-5R 5/4) downward in 
unit, weathers grayish-orange-pink (10R 8/2); 
dolomitic, very silty and some very fine to fine 
quartz sand; some thin limestone beds intercalated; 
very thin to thin bedded; forms slope.

9 Siltstone: colors as above unit; grades into unit 9
above and below; calcareous; medium to coarse 
texture; very thin bedded; forms slope.

8 Sandstone: moderate-red (SR 5/4), weathers light- 12
pink (SR 6/6); very fine to fine grained with coarse 
grains, very silty; weathers nodular; thin bedded; 
forms low ledge.

7 Dolomite: pale-brown (SYR 5/2), weathers to 22
grayish-orange (10YR 7/4); fine texture; veined 
with calcite; hematite grains in tiny pits; jointed; 
blocky; some thin siltstones intercalated middle 
10 feet; thin bedded; forms ledges. 6

6 Sandstone: moderate-reddish-orange (10R 6/6), 7
weathers grayish-orange-pink (1QR 8/2); very fine 
grained; dolomitic, silty; some very fine quartz 
sand; thin laminae of pale-blue translucent chert; 
thin bedded; forms ledge.

Mississippian:
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5 Dolomite; grayish-red (5R 4/2) to brownish-gray . 21
(SYR 5/1), weathers yellowish-brown (10YR 6/4); 
fine texture, hematite grains; weathers with rough 
surface; shallow surface pits; jointed; thin bedded; 
forms ledge.

4 Calcilutite; grayish-orange (10YR 7/4), weathers 11
pale-orange (10YR 8/2); fine texture; very silty 
with some very fine sand grains; some hematite 
grains; very thin bedded; forms slope.

3 Dolomite; moderate -yellowish-brown (10YR 5/2), 10
weathers pale-yellowish-brown (10YR 6/2); fine tex
ture, slightly sandy; a 1-foot bed of orthoquartzite 2 
feet from top of unit; thin bedded; forms ledge.

2 Orthoquartzi^e: brownish-gray (SYR 5/1), weather- 7
ing medium-dark-gray (N4) to brownish-black (SYR 
2/1); very fine to fine grained, dolomitic; desert- 
varnish finish; weathers as a prominent dark band 
at the top of the thick unit below; thick bedded; forms 
ledge.

1 Dolomite: medium-brown (SYR 4/2) to pale-brown 109
(SYR 5/2) and moderate-reddish-brown (ICR 4/6) 
toward the base, weathers variably from dark-yel
lowish-orange (10YR 6/6) to grayish-red (SR 4/2); 
fine to medium texture; highly veined with silica  
and calcite; some calcite inclusions; some glauconite 
and hematite; sandy in lower 10 feet; lower 50 feet 
poorly exposed; thin to thick bedded; forms ledges 
in rubbly slope.

Total Devonian section 233

Unit Thickness
No. Description in feet

Cambrian:

Abrigo Limestone: orthoquartzite, dusky red (SR 
3/4) to grayish-red (SR 4/2), weathers blackish- 
red (SR 2/2) to grayish-red (SR 4/2); fine to medium 
texture, dolomitic, glauconitic; weathers with rounded 
surface; thin bedded; forms low ledges.
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Tombstone Hills; W -l/2  sec. 23, T. 20 S ., R„ 22 E. Highly 
faulted area; however, the Devonian section as described is  
believed to be unaffected. Strike N. 15° W .; dip 40° E.

Escabrosa Limestone: medium-gray (N5), weathers 
medium-light-gray (N6); medium to coarse texture; 
large bodies of white crystalline calcite; massive; 
forms cliff.

Devonian:

Unit Thickness
No. Description in feet

9 Calcilutite: white (N9), weathers very light-gray 11
(N8); dolomitic, silty; very thin bedded; often 
covered; forms slope beneath Escabrosa cliff.

8 Dolomite: light ■►gray (N7) to grayish-red (5R 4/2), 37+
weathers light-gray as above the light-red (5R 6/6); 
fine to medium texture; lower 10 feet is calcareous; 
abundant vein calcite; locaUy vuggy; thin to thick 
bedded; forms low steps in slope.

7 Calcilutite: moderate-pink (5R 7/4) to very pale- 39
orange .(10YR 8/2), weathering in same colors; silty, 
with very thin limestones intercalated; forms slope 
with low ledges.

6 Dolomite: medium-dark-gray (N4), weathers to 5
moderate-brown (SYR 4/4); fine texture; abundant 
silicified brachiopods (Atrypa); bedded black chert 
2 to 3 inches thick; thin bedded; forms ledge. 5

5 Siltstone: pale-yellowish-orange (10YR 8/6) to white 15
(N9), weathering in same colors; calcareous; very 
thin bedded; midway in the interval a 2-foot tight- 
gray aphanitic limestone bed with calcite veinlets; 
forms slope.

Mississippian: •
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4 Calcarenite: dark-gray (N3), weathering medium-
gray (N5);'fine textur.e, dolomitic; siliceous inclu
sions) limonite stains; ribbon structure near top; 
thin bedded; forms ledge.

3 Calcilutite: very light-gray (N8), weathering
pinkish-gray (SYR 8/1); silty; very thin bedded; 
forms slope.

2 Calcar enite: medium-dark-gray (N4), weathering
dark-yellowish-orange (10YR 6/6) to slightly darker 
fine to medium texture, dolomitic; upper half sandy 
with very fine to fine subangular quartz grains; 
hematite grains; brachiopods in lower part; thin 
bedded; forms ledges.

1 Calcilutite: very light-gray (N8), weathering white
(N9); silty, with quantity increasing near base; thin 
dark-gray limestones in lower 5 to 10 feet and mid
way in the interval; very thin bedded; forms slope.

Total Devonian section

Unit
No. Description

Cambrian:

Abrigo Limestone: orthoquartzite, white (N9), 
weathering very light-gray (N8); silica  cemented 
subrounded to subangular quartz grains; some 
limonite staining; forms ledges.

Thickness 
in feet

13

43

42

22
t

227+
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Waterman Mountains: W -l/2  sec. 25, T. 12 S . , R. 8 E. 
Faulted area. Strike N. 5° W .; dip 42° E.

Escabrosa Limestone: limestone, light-brownish- 
gray (SYR 6/1), weathers medium-light-gray (N6); 
very fine texture, dolomitic, with fossil fragments; 
weathers with rough surface; thick bedded; forms 
vertical cliff.

Devonian:

Unit Thickness
No. Description in feet

9 Dolomite: grayish-red (10R 4/2) at top, weathers 72
pale- to moderate-red (5R 5/4); fine texture, upper 
10 feet silty; weathers with rounded surfaces; marked 
color contrast with gray beds above; unit becomes 
more gray downward; lower half is  medium-gray 
(N5), weathering pale-yellowish-gray (5Y 8/1); calcite 
inclusions and veinlets; silicified brachiopods abundant 
near base of unit; thin to thick bedded; forms ledges.

8 Calcilutite: very light-gray (N8), weathers same 9
color; very silty and some very fine sand; dolo
mitic; laminated to very thin bedded; forms slope.

7 Dolomite: medium-gray-brown (SYR 5/1) to medium- 39 
gray (N5), weathers light-olive-gray (5Y 6 /l)  to light- 
medium-gray (N6); fine to medium texture; calcite 
inclusions and veinlets which are locally red; weathers 
rounded; thin to thick bedded; forms ledges.

6 Calcilutite: pale-pink (5RP 8/2), weathers same 24
color; very silty with some very fine sand, dolo
mitic; some indurated layers; laminated to very 
thin bedded; forms slope. 5

5 Dolomite:- medium-gray (N5), weathers light-brown 6
(SYR 5/6); fine texture; silicified corals or bryozoan; 
hematite grains; thin bedded; forms ledge.

Mississippiani
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4 Orthoquartzite: light-brownish-gray (SYR 6/1), 5
weathers yellowish-gray (5Y 8/1); dolomitic, grains 
are rounded to subrounded, medium to coarse, bi- 
modal; some calcite veinlets; thin bedded; forms ledge.

3 Dolomite: medium-gray (N5) to dark-gray (N3), 57
weathering yellowish-gray (5Y 8 /l)  to light-olive- 
gray (5Y 6/1); fine to coarse texture; calcite in- /
elusions and veinlets; some violet chert in basal 
10 feet; thin to thick bedded; forms ledges.

2 Calcarenite: grayish-red (SR 4/2), weathers same 7
color; marker-type bed; dolomitic; surface covered 
with microbeads of hematite in tiny pits; thin bedded; 
forms ledge.

1 Dolomite: medium-gray (NS) to medium-dark-gray 121
(N4), weathers yellowish-gray (5Y 8/1), medium- 
gray (NS) and light-olive-gray (5Y 6/l)~at base; 
dominantly fine textured, with some zones of medium 
to coarse, calcite veinlets and inclusions; some 
siliceous inclusions;.hematite grains, fossil frag
ments abundant in lower 20 feet; thin to thick bedded; 
forms ledges in rough slope.

Total Devonian section 340

Unit Thickness
No. Description in feet

Cambrian:

Abrigo Limestone: shale, moderate-red (SR 4/6), 
fissile , 6 to 8 inches thick on dolomite; medium- 
dark-gray (N4); fine texture, 10-foot overlying 
thick sequence of grayish-red-purple (5RP 4/2), 
fissile , noncalcareous shale.



APPENDIX n

CLASSIFICATION OF CARBONATE ROCKS

(Folk, 1959, University of Texas Publication 5924)
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C.hissifiratton of rarhnruitc mrl.*. A>tm>k ( •  ) designates rare rock types.
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Sparry ealrite cement >  
\!ieroer)stallinr ooze matrix

MicrtH-nstalline ooze matrix >  
Sparry ealcite cement

''PARRY ALLOCHF.MIGAL 
ROCKS*'* (I)

M1CROCRYSTALLINK ALLO 
CIIF.MICAL ROCKS (II)

Intra-parruditr ( Ii:I.r) 

Intrasparite (Ii:I^a)

Inlramicrudite* (IIi:Lr) 

Intramirrite* (IIi:La)

Oosparrudite* t Itv.I.r) 

Oosparite (lo:l.a)

Oomicrudite* (lIo:Lr) 

Ooinierite* (IIo:La)

lliosparrudite (Ih:Lr) 

Riospaiite ( Ih:Lal

Hioniieruditc (IIh:Lr) 

Hiomierite (Ilh:l^i)

lliopfl-pamidile* ( Ihp:I.r 1 

lUnpfLpnrite (llqvl.a t

Riopelmierudite* (Hhp:Lr) 

Rioprimicrite ( Ilhp:Lal

1‘el-parite llp :La) IVhnivrite (IIp:La)
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MICROCRYSTAI.I.INE 
ROCKS (III)
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Intraclasts: 
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Itearing micrilr 
(IIIi:I,r or I^i)
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(ktlile hearing 
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OROAMSMS 
IN GROWTH 

POSITION 
( I V )

i

RKPLXCLMIAT DOLOMlTIv (M

Allot liem ghovt-.

Finely crystal line 
inlrat la<lie
dolomite ( Vi: 1)31.etc.

Coarsely rrystallint 
oolitic tlolomite 
< Vo:l)5l. etc.

Aplianoerx-talline 
liiogenie i 
( Vh: 1)1 l, etc.

nit- tlolomite

Very finely crystalline 
pellet dolomite 
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ghosts

Medium
crWallim
tl<>l«MM;te
(V:|)h
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crystalline 
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I. Name- and Minhol- refer to limestone. If the rock contains over 10 percent replacement dolomite, prefix the term “dolomitized*’ to the rock name and u-o 
“ |) |  i“ or "|)l a " for the sxiiiImiI (c./r.. tlolomitized intrasparite. Ii:I)La). If the rock contains oxer 10 percent tlolomite of uncertain origin, prefix the term “doln* 
milic’* to the rock name and u-e “tll.r** nr **<ll.aM for the symlml (e.#., dolomitic pelsparite. Ip:dLa). If the rot k consists of primary dolomite, prefix the term “pri* 
marv dolomite** to tlie rock name and use "Dr** or *‘I>a" for the symbol (e.g.. primary dolomite intramirrite, Ili:l)a l. Instead of “primary tlolomite mirrite** 
( lllm :l) l. the term “ilolomierite** may lie used.

‘2. Cpper name in each lm\ refers to t aleirudiles f mctlian allot hem size larger than 1.0 mm l and lower name refers to all rocks with median allot hem size 
-mailer than 1.0 mm. Crain size and quantity of ooze matrix, cements, or terrigenous grains are ignored.

3. If the rot k contain- over 10 percent terrigenous material, prefix "sandy.** “silty.** or " c la y e y "  to the rock name ami “ I s,** “Tz." or “ It * to the symbol, depend
ing on which is dominant (t\g.. sandy hio-parite, Tslhrl.a. or nlty tlolomitized pehnit rile. I /H p :l)l.a ). Glaueonite. eollopliane. elicit, pyrite. or otlier modilieis 
may also he prefixetl.

1. If the ro« k contains other allochcms in -ignifieant tpiantilies that are not mentioned in the main rot k name, the-e -hould he prefixed as qualifier- immediately 
before the main rock name I e g., fossiliferous intra-parite. otditie pelmieiite. pt lleliferoiis tio-parile. or inlrat la-tie hiomierinlite). This t an he shtiwn sviiihol- 
ieally as li t l ii .  lol p). I lh fil . res|H*etiveIy.

3. If the fo -s ils  are of rather uniform t>pe. this fart -Imuld In- shown in the rock name (c.g.. pelecxptid hio-parrudite, erinoid liioinieriteI.
fi. If the rot k xvas originally mierocry-talline and t an he shtiwn to have reerx-tallio d to micro-par > 3 to |() i:ii« in n ., h ar t ah it# •. the term- "mi« io-parite.** ' bin 

miero-parite.*' etc., can he used instead of "mit rite" or “hiomierite.'*
7. Specify vrxstal -ize as shown on the examples (see table 5).
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